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Welcome
A warm welcome to Music at Paxton 2022 and thanks to you all for your
continued support of the Arts in these still difficult times. After the testing
climate of the last two years, it is reassuring that we are able to present a festival
programme which recalls those of earlier years in both the choice of music and the
blend of internationally acclaimed performers and young musicians in the earlier
stages of their careers. Excitingly, we have some new music, as well as
new musicians.
Logistically much remains the same: the Picture Gallery is the splendid venue for
most of our concerts and happily the marquee has returned. Let us hope the weather
allows you to picnic in the grounds of Paxton House. Despite the damage inflicted
by Storm Arwen to the trees of the estate – with some 70 being lost – the gardens
are looking splendid. An unexpected benefit of the trees’ demise is that, from the
window in the Picture Gallery, you now have an even better view of the Cheviot Hills!
I hope I shall have the opportunity of meeting you at one of the events.
Enjoy!
Andrew Walker Chair, Music at Paxton
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Programme
Fri 22 July
7pm

Festival Introductory Talk: Angus Smith, artistic director

Fri 22 July
7.30pm

Roderick Williams, baritone & Susie Allan, piano
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Sat 23 July
11am

Masterclass: Roderick Williams & Susie Allan
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Sat 23 July
5pm

Ellie McLaren, fiddle & Ciar Milne, pipes [Marquee]
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Sat 23 July
7.30pm

Maxwell Quartet Music at Paxton Associate Ensemble
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Sun 24 July
12 noon

Ryan Corbett, accordion
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Sun 24 July
4pm

Maxwell Quartet with Jamie MacDougall, narrator
& Ryan Corbett, accordion
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Tue 26 July
11.30am,
2pm & 4pm

Traditional Tunes for Tiny People:
Ruaridh Geddes, fiddle & Neil Sutcliffe, accordion
with Live Music Now Scotland [Marquee]
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Tue 26 July
7.30pm

Dame Sarah Connolly, mezzo-soprano &
Joseph Middleton, piano
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Wed 27 July
7.30pm

Pavel Kolesnikov, piano & Samson Tsoy, piano
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Thu 28 July
5.30pm

Roundtable Talk:
‘Marcel Proust & Parisian Salon culture’
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Thu 28 July
7.30pm

Pavel Kolesnikov, piano
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Fri 29 July
7.30pm

Echéa Quartet
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Sat 30 July
10am

Family concert: Echéa Quartet with Gerda Stevenson, narrator
[Picture Gallery, Paxton House – please note change of venue ]
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Sat 30 July
5pm

Megan McDonald, accordion & Calum McIlroy, voice, guitar
[Marquee]
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Sat 30 July
7.30pm

Mithras Piano Trio
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Sun 31 July
12 noon

Mithras Piano Trio
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Sun 31 July
4pm

Angela Hewitt, piano
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Fri 22 July, 7.30pm · 2hr		

Roderick Williams Baritone
Susie Allan Piano
with Jerome Knox Baritone

George Butterworth (1885 – 1916) 		
Six Songs from A Shropshire Lad
I		
II		
III		
IV		
V		
VI		

Loveliest of trees
When I was one and twenty
Look not in my eyes
Think no more, lad
The lads in their hundreds
Is my team ploughing?

George Butterworth’s enthusiasm for English traditional music was encouraged by his close
friend Ralph Vaughan Williams, with whom he would often spend time in the country,
collecting folksongs. Butterworth provided Vaughan Williams with the idea of composing his
London Symphony, and wrote the programme note for its first performance. The work was
dedicated in his memory.
At the onset of WWI, Butterworth enlisted in the army, and was promoted to lieutenant.
During the Battle of the Somme in 1916 he was shot by a sniper, and his men buried him in
the side of the trench they were defending. His body was never recovered, and may lie at the
nearby Pozières Memorial.
The death of George Butterworth remains a huge loss, his later works indicating a
composer of serious talent. His most popular works remain the song settings of poems from
Alfred Edward Housman’s A Shropshire Lad. Butterworth set eleven of these to music, of
which six are regularly performed. Although no actual English folksongs are quoted in these
songs, their character flavours the music throughout.
In Loveliest of Trees, the poet speaks of the beauty of cherry blossom, but the music
becomes hesitant as he is aware of the passing years, so he must seize the day and enjoy
such beauty while he can. When I was one and twenty is a short setting of a poem in which
a young man wishes he listened to the advice of wise man not to give his heart away. Look
not in my eyes likens the reflection of the subject of the poem to that of Narcissus in his
forest pool: both will transfix the viewer by their beauty. In Think no more, lad, jolly advice
and upbeat music attempt to ironically mask the darker truth behind the words. The gentle
strophic and spare harmonic setting of The lads in their hundreds lends a simple poignancy
to the moving depiction of the gatherings of young men that may never return home. The
final setting, Is my team ploughing? is extraordinary, and consists of a conversation between
the ghost of a dead young man and his former friend. After the ghost enquires about his
sweetheart, and the welfare of his friend, the unexpected final response causes the ghostly
chords to retreat into silence.
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Charles Wilfred Orr (1893 – 1976) 		
The Lent Lily
Charles Wilfred Orr became interested in 19th century lieder early in his career. He was
also attracted to the music of Delius, who assisted him with his craft and influenced his
compositional language; and met Peter Warlock, who helped him in publishing many of his
songs. Orr composed very little else apart from songs – of which he only wrote 35, albeit very
fine examples in the genre. He gravitated to the poems of A. E. Housman, settings of whose
poetry form the majority of his work.
In 1934 he compiled the Housman cycle Seven Songs from A Shropshire Lad. The third of
these is a setting of the poem The Lent Lily, composed in 1928. The lent lily is another name
for the wild daffodil, the term deriving from the belief that the flower would bloom from Ash
Wednesday until Easter, after which it would wither and die. Housman was an atheist, and
so he may have considered it ironic that this flower was said to fade on the Christian day
of resurrection. Orr’s setting features a piano accompaniment of rapid figurations, possibly
suggestive of the windy weather mentioned in the poem.
John Ireland (1879 – 1962)			
Summer Schemes
John Ireland developed a unique compositional voice that blended his knowledge of the
classics, passed to him by his teacher Charles Villiers Stanford, with the more contemporary
impressionist styles of Debussy and Ravel. He gravitated naturally to smaller scale works, his
output including several chamber compositions and a large body of piano music and songs.
During the mid-1920s, Ireland worked as organist and choirmaster at St. Luke’s Church, Chelsea;
and taught composition at the Royal College of Music, where his pupils included Benjamin
Britten, who later described him as having: ‘a strong personality, but a weak character’.
Dating from this period are Three Songs to Poems by Thomas Hardy of 1925. In the first of
these, Summer Schemes, Hardy speaks of future plans to visit the hills where the birds sing and
waterfalls tumble. Ireland’s setting abounds in the rich harmonies characteristic of his style.
Ruth Gipps (1921 – 1999) 		
I bended unto me, Op. 4b No. 2
Ruth Gipps showed a prodigious talent in music from an early age, winning several
performance competitions as a child. At the age of eight, she performed her first piano
composition, The Fairy Shoemaker, which became her first published work – bought for
a guinea and a half. She entered the Royal College of Music in 1937, where she studied
composition with Vaughan Williams, much of her early work showing his influence.
Throughout her early career as a composer, Gipps battled against misogynistic prejudice
and her determination is reflected in her significant output of work which includes five
symphonies, six concertos and a large body of chamber music.
She also composed a small number of songs, including the Four Baritone Songs, Op. 4b,
written whilst a student in 1939. The second of these, I bended unto me, is a setting of a poem
by Thomas Edward Brown. This curious poem tells of a branch of May (hawthorn) being bent
over to allow the flowers to be seen and smelt. When the branch is released the poet is ‘sent to the
devil’. The meaning may relate to the superstitions surrounding the hawthorn in folk mythology.
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Peter Warlock (1894 – 1930)		
My own country
Born Philip Heseltine, Peter Warlock adopted his pseudonym in an article of 1916, his choice
possibly influenced by his interest in the occult. Warlock was at first influenced by the music
of Delius, but later by his studies of English folksong and Elizabethan music, on which latter
subject he was a strong authority by the mid-1920s.
During 1925-28, Warlock shared a house in the Kent village of Eynsford with the composer
E. J. Moeran. Many tales of orgies and drunken debauchery stem from this period. Villagers
related tales of Warlock riding around on a motorbike naked, and Moeran singing sea
shanties at the top of his voice to drown out the congregational singing from the Baptist
chapel next door.
However, this was also a prolific time for Warlock as a composer, and many of his songs
date from this period, such as the Three Belloc Songs of 1926–27. The third of these songs,
My own country, is a beautiful setting of Hilaire Belloc’s poem, a wayfarer’s tale in which the
traveller is searching for his pleasant land, his Paradise in which he can dream for ever more.
Rebecca Clarke (1886 – 1979)			
Down by the Salley Gardens
Rebecca Clarke was a British-American composer and renowned violist. She studied at the
Royal College of Music, and there formed a choir, under the direction of Vaughan Williams, to
perform the music of Palestrina.
In 1916 she moved to the USA and achieved some recognition thanks to competitions
sponsored by the patron of the arts, Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge. Her entry in 1919, the
Sonata for Viola and Piano, marginally lost out to Ernest Bloch. Despite much misogynistic
media coverage her sonata was well received and premiered that year at the Berkshire Music
Festival, Massachusetts.
Clarke favoured small-scale forms such as chamber music, choral works and songs. Down
by the Sally Gardens of 1919 is a setting of a poem by W. B. Yeats. Clarke’s simple modal
setting is a thing of great beauty. She later rearranged the song for voice and violin in the
1950s, by which point she had all but ceased to compose and perform, finding it too difficult
to balance with the demands of her personal life.
Ernest John Moeran (1894 – 1950)			
The Pleasant Valley
After receiving head wounds in WWI, E. J. Moeran was declared unfit for further military
service. Following the end of the war, he resumed his musical studies under John Ireland,
whose influence, and that of Delius, can be heard in his compositions of this period.
He met Peter Warlock at around this time and the two formed a close friendship, housesharing in Eynsford. However, whilst Warlock remained prolific during this time, Moeran’s
creativity waned, partly due to his growing alcoholism. In 1929 he was fined for drink-driving,
and during a trip to France with Warlock later that year he passed out in the street. Warlock’s
death the following year, probably by his own hand, affected Moeran deeply, as he wrote to
Warlock’s mother: ‘His loss will mean a terrible gap to me when I get back to normal life and
find he is no longer there.’
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Dating from 1929, and clearly showing the influence of Warlock are Moeran’s Seven Poems
of James Joyce. The fourth song, The Pleasant Valley, is a delightful miniature – two lovers
hearing the call of a cool and pleasant valley, in which they will stay.
Elizabeth Maconchy (1907 – 1994) 		
The wind and the rain
Elizabeth Maconchy studied at the Royal College of Music with Vaughan Williams, who
remained a lifelong friend. Unlike him, however, she did not favour the English pastoral style,
preferring instead the methods of continental composers such as Bartók and Janáček.
Maconchy composed over 200 works, but was particularly renowned for her cycle of 13
string quartets. She once claimed that: ‘for me, the best music is an impassioned argument’,
so the four individual voices of a quartet represented the ideal vehicle for such a debate.
She also composed for the voice, writing three chamber operas and over 40 songs.
Her vocal writing is often demanding, employing quite angular melodic lines, yet very
expressive and dramatic. Such an example is The wind and the rain, the second of her Four
Shakespeare Songs of 1965, sung by Feste, the jester in Twelfth Night. Her setting possesses
an exciting rhythmic momentum, the piano accompaniment reminiscent of the pitter-patter
of falling raindrops.
Gerald Finzi (1901 – 1956)				
It was a lover and his lass, Op. 18 No. 5
Gerald Finzi achieved his first notable successes in the early 1930s with the Thomas Hardy
song cycles A Young Man’s Exhortation and Earth and Air and Rain. He also encouraged the
publication of many of Ivor Gurney’s songs, though the two composers never met in person.
The advent of WWII in 1939 led to the postponement of the premiere of his cantata Dies
natalis, that had been due for performance at the Three Choirs Festival. It received a more
modest outing at the Wigmore Hall in 1940.
Also composed that year was the song cycle Let us Garlands Bring, Op. 18, to texts by
Shakespeare. The premiere occurred on the 70th birthday of Vaughan Williams, to whom
the cycle is dedicated. The fifth song, It was a lover and his lass, is from As You Like It.
After it is sung, Touchstone the Clown wryly remarks: ‘Truly, young gentlemen, though
there was no great matter in the ditty, yet the note was very untuneable’. Thomas Morley
composed a famous version of this song, published in 1600, that may have featured in early
performances. Finzi’s setting is upbeat and joyful, the piano accompaniment providing
rhythmic momentum, albeit slowing during the words ‘How that life was but a flower.’
Ivor Gurney (1890 – 1937)			
Desire in Spring
Walking Song
In Flanders
Severn Meadows
Captain Stratton’s Fancy
Ivor Gurney was both a composer and a poet, though his preference was for music, as he
stated: ‘The brighter visions bring music; the fainter verse’. He showed early promise, and
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from 1911 studied music at the Royal College of Music under Charles Villiers Stanford, who
recognised his talents, but found him ‘unteachable’.
Gurney suffered from depression throughout his life and had shown signs of bipolar
disorder since his teenage years. He served in France during WWI, where he continued to
compose and write poetry. After being wounded and gassed during action, he was left with
shellshock, which further affected his mental health, leading to his admission into hospital
in March 1918. There he wrote several songs, noting that the piano sounded like: ‘a boiler
factory in full swing because of the stone walls’.
Gurney resumed his studies later in 1918 with Vaughan Williams, but on leaving college
found no employment, and felt rejection as both composer and poet. His mental health
deteriorated and in 1922 he was admitted into a mental hospital for the last 15 years of his
life, where he died from tuberculosis.
Gurney was primarily a composer of songs and wrote many fine examples. In Flanders
(1917) is an emotional setting of text by Frederick William Harvey, in which a soldier sings
of his homesickness for the Cotswold and Malvern hills. Severn Meadows (1917) is one of
Gurney’s own poems, in which he yearns for home. Captain Stratton’s Fancy (1917) is a jolly
setting of a poem by John Masefield extolling the virtues of rum. Desire in Spring (1918) is
a beautiful flowing setting of a poem by the Irish poet Francis Ledwidge, killed in action in
1917, which tells of memories of cradle songs and the countryside. Walking Song (1919), is a
setting of a curious little poem by Harvey – if he were a rook he would fly to Cranham Woods,
Gloucestershire, but as he is in London he will ‘caw’ this song as he walks the streets.
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Sarah Cattley
Five poems of Frances Cornford (Scottish première)
Co-commissioned by Music at Paxton and Thaxted Festival, and supported by RVW Trust
in celebration of the 150th anniversary of the birth of Ralph Vaughan Williams

I		
II		
III		
IV		
V		

Bedroom Dawn
The Coast: Norfolk
Bickers Cottage
The Country Bedroom
Waking in the Attic Bedroom

The poetry of Frances Cornford (1886 – 1960) is full of lovingly-observed domestic
details such as washing stands and soap, cocoa-tins, fire-lit loaves and chair-legs. I get
the sense from her writing that she had a deep sense of home – a ‘rootedness’ in a place,
something that I definitely feel myself. This cycle, a companion piece to Vaughan Williams’
Songs of Travel, therefore focuses on the antithesis of travelling – home.
The cycle is bookended by two songs about waking up gradually in the morning (Bedroom
Dawn and Waking in the Attic Bedroom) so that everything in between can be seen as
happening in the course of a single day. As with the final song of Songs of Travel, ‘I have trod
the upward and the downward slope’, my final song references some musical moments from
earlier in the cycle.
In The Coast: Norfolk we meet an old man mowing grass who is kept company by various
aspects of the landscape around him (a poppied field, a cow and calf, the finches on the
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telegraph). I like the idea that he is a counterpart to Robert Louis Stevenson’s Vagabond in Songs
of Travel; but where the vagabond endures the harshness of the outdoors life, passing from place
to place, this mower feels comfort from belonging in Norfolk and is as much a part of the place
as the animals and plants around him. Listen out for the finches and the seagulls in the piano.
Bickers Cottage depicts a comfortable domestic scene in the evening against a ticking
clock. Although our thoughts turn briefly to the possibility of a ghost in the storm outside, we
are too comfortable to dwell on it for long.
The Country Bedroom opens with the beautiful image that ‘my room’s a square and
candle-lighted boat / in the surrounding depths of night afloat’ – an idea not dissimilar to
Stevenson’s My Bed is a Boat, part of his Child’s Garden of Verses. Clearly some sort of travel
is imminent – although an imaginary voyage rather than a literal one.
Text with the permission of the trustees of the Frances Crofts Cornford Will Trust. © Sarah Cattley 2022
Frances Cornford’s Selected Poems are available from Enitharmon Editions: www.enitharmon.co.uk

Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872 – 1958)
Songs of Travel
I		
II		
III		
IV		
V		
VI		
VII		
VIII
IX		

The Vagabond
Let Beauty Awake
The Roadside Fire
Youth and Love
In Dreams
The Infinite Shining Heavens
Whither Must I Wander?
Bright is the Ring of Words
I Have Trod the Upward and the Downward Slope

Vaughan Williams studied at the Royal College of Music (1890 – 1892 and 1895 – 1896) and
Cambridge University (1892 – 1895). He idolised his first composition teacher at the RCM,
Hubert Parry. However, on his return in 1895, he studied under the more conservative Charles
Villiers Stanford. Student and tutor clashed frequently, the latter trying to discourage his
student’s fondness for modal music. Some later recalled hearing conversations at the RCM
about: ‘That foolish young man, Vaughan Williams, who would go on working at music when
he was so hopelessly bad at it’.
It was clear that he had not yet found his path. However, after studies with Ravel between
1907–08, and his explorations of English folksong, Elizabethan and Jacobean music, his
original voice finally emerged in works such as On Wenlock Edge (1909) and Fantasia on a
Theme by Thomas Tallis (1910).
Up until this point, Vaughan Williams had composed several works, most notably A Sea
Symphony (1903 – 1909). Many of his other early compositions were vocal works, such as
the cycle Songs of Travel, comprising of nine poems taken from Robert Louis Stevenson’s
compendium. The seventh song, Whither Must I Wander? was composed in 1901 and the
remainder in 1904, although the date of composition of the final song, I Have Trod the
Upward and the Downward Slope, is unclear. It was discovered posthumously, and added to
the set in 1960, the score bearing the note: ‘This little epilogue to the Song Cycle ‘Songs of
Travel’ should be sung in public only when the whole cycle is performed.’
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The cycle begins with The Vagabond, as the traveller starts his journey. The accompaniment
is march-like, featuring short quasi-fanfare motifs. Let Beauty Awake unfolds over harp-like
arabesques of piano accompaniment, the poem extolling the beauty of both sunrise and
sunset. In The Roadside Fire the traveller dreams of how wonderful a home the country will
be for him and his beloved, the second half of the song calming as his visions become more
intimate. In Youth and Love he leaves his beloved for the lure of the open road, the fanfarelike motifs of The Vagabond confirming his intentions. In Dreams is a darker song, the traveller
pining for his beloved whom he left behind. The music is chromatic and the accompaniment
tolls like a gentle bell. The Infinite Shining Heavens is still slightly sombre in tone, the stars the
traveller’s only night-time companions, but brightens as the song concludes. Whither Must I
Wander? recalls the happy days of his childhood, yet he must continue his travels and cannot
bring back the past. Bright is the Ring of Words casts a more hopeful light, reminding us that
long after the death of their creator, the words and music of the artist remain. During I Have
Trod the Upward and the Downward Slope, the traveller bids the world his final farewell, the
music quoting passages from the first, seventh and eighth songs, thus bringing the cycle to a
fitting close.

+

POST-CONCERT:
Ticket holders are invited to stay on for a short informal Q&A session immediately after
the concert.
Roderick Williams is one of the most sought after baritones of his generation with a wide
repertoire spanning baroque to contemporary which he performs in opera, concert and
recital. He enjoys relationships with all the major UK opera houses and has sung opera world
premières by David Sawer, Sally Beamish, Michel van der Aa, Robert Saxton and Alexander
Knaifel as well as performing major roles including Papageno, Don Alfonso, Onegin and
Billy Budd. He performs regularly with leading conductors and orchestras throughout the
UK, Europe, North America and Australia, and his many festival appearances include the
BBC Proms, Edinburgh, Cheltenham, Aldeburgh and Melbourne. As a composer he has had
works premièred at Wigmore Hall, the Barbican, the Purcell Room and on national radio.
In December 2016 he won the prize for Best Choral Composition at the British Composer
Awards. From 2022/23 season he takes the position of Composer in Association of the
BBC Singers. Roderick Williams was awarded an OBE in June 2017 and was nominated for
Outstanding Achievement in Opera in both the 2018 Olivier Awards for his performance
in the title role of the Royal Opera House production of Monteverdi’s Il ritorno d’Ulisse in
patria and in 2019 for his role in ENO’s production of Britten’s War Requiem. He was Artist in
Residence with the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra from 2020/21 for two years.
Susie Allan, one of today’s most perceptive collaborative pianists, has performed with
international vocal soloists including Emma Bell, Susan Gritton, Rowan Pierce, Jonathan
McGovern and Mark Padmore. She has accompanied masterclasses by Sir Thomas Allen,
Elly Ameling and Roger Vignoles at Britten-Pears School. In demand as a coach and teacher,
she has held posts at Royal College of Music and Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama,
and adjudicated for Royal Birmingham Conservatoire’s English Song Prize. She is a visiting
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piano teacher at Radley College, Oxford and Shrewsbury School. In a collaboration with
baritone Roderick Williams spanning over twenty years they perform across the UK and
internationally. In 2022 for the 150th anniversary of Ralph Vaughan Williams’ birth the duo
perform at Wigmore Hall, The British Library, Bath Mozart Fest and Malvern Concert Club.
Their third disc for SOMM Recordings (2020) explores the songs of Arthur Somervell: ‘Superbly
partnered by Susie Allan (whose deft touch and ingratiating tone are a constant source of
pleasure)’ (Gramophone Magazine). Susie’s next project for SOMM Recordings (2022) will be
Stanford’s Children’s Songs with mezzo Kitty Whately and baritone Gareth Brynmor John.
She is a regular guest of the UK’s most prestigious venues and concert societies appearing
at Wigmore Hall, Purcell Room, Champs Hill, Globe Theatre, and festivals including Buxton,
Endellion, Oxford Lieder and Three Choirs. She has recorded for BBC Radio 3 and for
television, including BBC Proms Extra.
Winner of the London Handel Singing Competition 2020 and Villa Medici Prize winner at the
Grange Festival International Singing Competition 2019, British baritone Jerome Knox was
born in Harrow, Greater London. Jerome graduated from Edinburgh University with a degree in
Classical Studies and completed a Masters in Vocal Performance at the Royal College of Music.
He then joined the Alexander Gibson Opera school at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland as
the inaugural Gleneagles Scholar. He has performed a wide range of operatic and concert
engagements including Handel’s Messiah with The Really Big Chorus. In 2020, Jerome sang
the role of Le Chat in VOPERA’s critically acclaimed film version of L’enfant et les Sortileges by
Ravel, recorded virtually in isolation.
The participation of Jerome Knox is made possible by the generous support of Momentum.
momentum-now.com
Award-winning composer Sarah Cattley read Music at Newnham College, Cambridge, where
her composition supervisors included Cheryl Frances-Hoad and Joseph Phibbs. Her music
has been performed in France, Sweden, and Ireland as well as across the U.K. in venues
such as Saffron Hall, Buckfast Abbey, and Ely Cathedral. Sarah was Caritas Chamber Choir’s
Composer of the Year 2017-18, after winning their inaugural composition competition. During
the year she wrote them four new works, and her music is available on their two CDs. In 2019,
the London Festival of Contemporary Church Music commissioned Sarah to write a set of
Preces and Responses, which were premièred during the festival evensong and broadcast
live on BBC Radio 3, conducted by Christopher Batchelor. In the same year, Sarah was joint
winner of the National Centre for Early Music’s Young Composer Award, with her piece Dream
Fever for bass viol and electronics. The piece was recorded for Radio 3's Early Music Show by
Liam Byrne. Sarah is also an active choral soprano and director of a community choir in Essex.
Much of her choral music is published by MazeMusic. sarahcattley.co.uk
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Sat 23 July, 11am · 1hr 30; no interval

Masterclass

Singers from the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland,
Samling Academy and Trinity Laban Conservatoire
with Roderick Williams, baritone & Susie Allan, piano
Sat 23 July, 5pm · 1 hr; no interval
Marquee

Ellie Mclaren & Ciar Milne Fiddle & Small Pipes
Programme to be announced from the stage.
In association with Live Music Now Scotland; livemusicnow.scot
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Sat 23 July, 7.30pm · 2hr

Maxwell Quartet Music at Paxton Associate Ensemble
Colin Scobie & George Smith Violin
Elliott Perks Viola Duncan Strachan Cello

Joseph Haydn (1732 – 1809)		
String Quartet in G, Op. 77 No. 1
I		 Allegro moderato
II		 Adagio
III		 Menuetto: Presto – Trio – Menuetto
IV		 Finale: Presto
Haydn left London for Vienna in August 1794 and entered back into the service of the Esterházys
as Kapellmeister to Prince Nikolaus II. Every summer Haydn was required to compose a mass
setting to celebrate the birthday of Princess Maria, for which he composed six fine examples
between 1796 and 1802. Also dating from this period are his two famous oratorios – The Creation
and The Seasons – and his final completed string quartets – the six of Op. 76 and the two of Op. 77.
Haydn’s Op. 77 was originally conceived as a set of six quartets dedicated to Prince Joseph
Franz von Lobkowitz. However, during 1799 Haydn only managed to compose two. Many
have speculated whether the composition of Beethoven’s six Op. 18 quartets (1798 – 1800),
also dedicated to Lobkowitz and being heard across Vienna at the time, may have led Haydn
to abandon his own projected set.
The Allegro moderato of Op. 77/1 begins with a quirky dotted theme in the first violin.
Later in the exposition a lyrical second theme is introduced, accompanied by a chuckling
rhythm of quaver triplets. Both these themes and the triplet figures are employed during the
development. The beautiful Adagio is dominated by its opening statement, heard to great
effect in the cello. The first violin frequently takes the solo role, its beautiful passagework
rising and falling. The sprightly scherzo-like Menuetto features large leaps in the first violin,
whilst the driving crotchets of the Trio provide a contrasting character. The jaunty Presto
provides a fine finale to the work and demonstrates Haydn’s masterful economy of means,
the opening three notes of the theme providing the material for the bulk of the movement.
Sergei Prokofiev (1891 – 1953)		
String Quartet No. 1 in B minor, Op. 50
I		Allegro
II		 Andante molto – Vivace
III		 Andante
In October 1929 Prokofiev suffered a motorbike accident in which he injured his hands.
Having recovered from this he undertook a concert tour of North America early in 1930.
Reception in the USA to Prokofiev’s music had greatly increased since his successes in Europe,
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and the Library of Congress, Washington, commissioned him to write a string quartet, which
would become his first of two examples in this genre.
On his return to Europe Prokofiev began composition, as related in his autobiography:
‘Before starting work on the quartet I studied Beethoven’s quartets, chiefly in railway
carriages on my way from one concert to another. In this way I came to understand and
greatly admire his quartet technique.’
The Allegro begins with a slightly sardonic and serious first violin melody over a driving
quaver accompaniment. An expressive theme follows, after which an aggressive march-like
material dominates. These three characters alternate throughout the movement. The second
movement begins with a very desolate slow introduction, but shortly becomes the quartet’s
scherzo. The violent intensity of this music is contrasted by a smoother central trio-like section.
The final Andante is the quartet’s true slow movement and is a very powerfully emotional
statement. Prokofiev believed this movement to contain the most important material in the
quartet, and later arranged it for string orchestra (Op. 50bis) and as one of his Six Piano
Pieces, Op. 52. His composer compatriot Miaskovsky summed up the Andante perfectly,
saying: ‘There is true profundity in the sweeping melodic line and intensity of the finale. This
movement strikes deep …’
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Antonín Dvořák (1841 – 1904)			
String Quartet No. 13 in G, Op. 106
I		
II		
III		
IV		
		

Allegro moderato
Adagio ma non troppo
Scherzo: Molto vivace – Trio: Un poco meno mosso – Scherzo: Tempo I
Finale: Andante sostenuto – Allegro con fuoco – Andante sostenuto –
Un pochettino più mosso – Allegro con fuoco

In February 1895 Dvořák completed work on his well-known Cello Concerto, Op. 104, the
coda of which he later revised in memory of his first love, and sister-in-law, Josefina, who
died the same year. That summer he left New York for the final time and returned home to
Bohemia. Initially he wrote very little as he mentioned in a letter to a friend: ‘I am basking in
God’s nature and I am contentedly idle, I am not doing anything, which will probably surprise
you, but it’s true, it really is, I’m just lazing around and I haven’t touched my pen.’ However,
Dvořák soon began composition again, setting to work on what would be his final two string
quartets: No. 13 in G, Op. 106, and No. 14 in A flat, Op. 105.
The opening Allegro of Op. 106 contrasts energetic short motifs and tumbling semiquaver
triplets with a more lyrical theme that follows. Dvořák shows a great deal of harmonic daring
in this movement, particularly during its development where he moves effortlessly between
several keys. The intensely expressive Adagio presents two similar themes in variations of
contrasting major and minor tonality, and character: both full and sonorous, and gently
lyrical. The minor-key Scherzo is at first terse and rhythmic, but is contrasted by an expressive
major theme. The pastoral Trio provides a relaxed central section to the movement. The form
of the Finale roughly resembles a rondo, and is characterised by frequent mood changes, and
many references to the earlier movements. It provides an excitingly unpredictable conclusion
to this wonderful work.
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The Maxwell Quartet is now regarded as one of the UK’s finest string quartets, with a
strong connection to their folk music heritage and a commitment to bringing together
wide-ranging projects and programmes to expand the string quartet repertoire. The quartet
performs widely across the UK and Europe, including London’s Wigmore Hall, Purcell Room
and St Martin-in-the-Fields, the Tivoli Concert Hall Series, Amsterdam String Quartet Biennale,
and Stavanger Festival. Its debut US tour in 2019 garnered critical acclaim from the New
York Times, with sell-out performances in New York, Florida, California and Washington.
The quartet is passionate about collaborating with musicians and other artforms, with
partnerships including the Danish String Quartet, Cryptic Theatre, Wintour’s Leap, Royal Ballet
School, Lunir and cinematographer Herman Kolgen, and composers Anna Meredith, Tom
Harrold, Colin Broom and Mark Simpson. The quartet holds the position of Associate Artist
at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland in Glasgow, and at Music at Paxton in the Scottish
Borders. The quartet is broadcast regularly on BBC Radio 3 and BBC Radio Scotland. Its debut
CD (Linn Records) of Haydn quartets alongside the quartet’s own compositions based on
Scottish traditional folk music, received glowing reviews from international press.
maxwellstringquartet.com

Concerts & festivals | Conferences | Private events

Organisation and production of events
across the UK, including Music at Paxton
summer festival of chamber music.
+44 (0)7719 702 265 · anwyl1@gmail.com
anwylford.co.uk
/anwylford
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Sun 24 July, 12 noon · 1hr; no interval		

Ryan Corbett Accordion
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 – 1750)			
Prelude & Fugue in A minor, BWV 543 (arr. Corbett)
In 1708 Bach was appointed as organist to the Duke of Weimar, and in 1714 was promoted
to the position of Konzertmeister (director of music), one responsibility of which was to
compose a cantata to be performed monthly at the castle chapel. Bach held this office until
1717, when his relationship with the Duke began to deteriorate. It is said that Bach demanded
to be released from his position, for which impertinence he was imprisoned for four weeks.
It is claimed that Bach wrote the majority of his organ works during his tenure at Weimar,
which included numerous Preludes and Fugues. One such example is that in A minor, BWV 543.
Two versions of the Prelude are extant, the longer later version being most commonly performed.
It opens in running semiquavers with a chromatically descending bass line. Interspersed are triplet
semiquavers and dramatic flurries of demisemiquavers. This flow continues unabated until the
final elaborated and extended cadence. The 6/8 Fugue is in four voice counterpoint, the subject
of which has a sequential tail very reminiscent of Bach’s Organ Concerto in A minor, BWV 593,
that he transcribed from Vivaldi. Due to the nature of the subject, the remainder of the fugue is
characterised by sequential movement. The work ends in impressive style with a virtuosic cadenza.
Domenico Scarlatti (1685 – 1757)			
Sonata in F, K107 (arr. Corbett)
In August 1719, Scarlatti left Rome for Portugal, where he became mestre at the patriarchal
chapel in Lisbon. There he remained until 1728. His duties there included the teaching of the
daughter of King John V – Maria Barbara – which was to result in the creation of more than 500
single movement works that Scarlatti entitled ‘sonatas’. When Maria was married to the Spanish
Crown Prince, Scarlatti travelled with her to Madrid, where he would remain until his death.
K107 is in a brisk Allegro tempo, and in triple time (3/8). Although the basic movement is in
running semiquavers, Scarlatti intersperses runs of virtuosic demisemiquavers and florid trills
for additional excitement. Occasional moments of exotic harmony suggest the influence of
his Iberian surroundings, and the characteristic Scarlattian ‘vamp’, in which small phrase or
motif is repeated several times, is used to great effect.
Alexander Nagaev (b. 1947)			
Sonata No. 1, Op. 13
I		 Grave – Allegro sostenuto
II		 Andante mesto
III		 Allegro molto tempestoso
The first movement of Nagaev’s Sonata No. 1 begins with a slow Grave comprising of
organ-like chords. The Allegro sostenuto is Bartókian in style, featuring insistent repeated
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chords which accompany atonal melodies and dramatic flourishes. Contrast is provided
through gentler but eerily chromatic music of shifting semitone patterns. The brief but
memorable Andante mesto begins with a poignant solo melody. The texture thickens in the
section that follows, and the movement concludes with a dark but moving passage of two
voice counterpoint. A short but dramatic introduction sets the scene for the Allegro molto
tempestoso, the initial theme of which has quirky scherzo-like character. The atmosphere
becomes increasingly more dramatic, resembling that of the opening movement, whose
Grave is later recalled alongside material from the second movement. Finally the introduction
of the final movement is repeated leading to the work’s dramatic conclusion.
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840 – 1893)			
Romance in F minor, Op. 5 (arr. Corbett)
Andante cantabile – Allegro energico – Tempo I – Allegro – Più lento
Tchaikovsky’s homosexuality, now generally accepted in the West, has long been a subject of
debate in Russia, principally due to the censorship of several letters by the Russian authorities.
These have now been published and reveal the powerful emotions and sexual desires of a
composer well-known for ‘wearing his heart on his sleeve’.
Living in 19th century Russia and having to contend with so much homophobic prejudice,
it is not surprising that Tchaikovsky felt the pressure to conform, and to meet and marry
a suitable female partner. In September 1868 he made the acquaintance of the Belgian
soprano Désirée Artôt, of whom he seemed genuinely fond, and announced to his father that
they planned to marry. However, Artôt’s family and Tchaikovsky’s friends were against the
reunion, and a few months later after Artôt suddenly married a Spanish baritone, the brief
‘affair’ was over.
In November 1868 Tchaikovsky wrote, and dedicated to Artôt, his Romance in F minor for
Piano, Op. 5. The opening of the Romance is suffused with melancholy, featuring a beautiful
lyrical melody. A march-like rhythm emerges in the bass and accelerates into a brisk and
excitable Allegro energico. This runs headlong into a slow cadenza that leads back into a reprise
of the opening section. The Allegro returns very briefly before slowing to a sorrowful conclusion.
Jindřich Feld (1925 – 2007)				
Konzertstück
Jindřich Feld was a prolific Czech composer, whose impressive opus includes an opera, three
symphonies, eleven concertos, a large-scale oratorio-cantata, and many chamber and
instrumental works. He was in great demand as a teacher, having held positions throughout
Europe, as well as the US, Japan and Australia. Stylistically he was initially influenced by
Martinů, but later felt closer to the French School of Debussy, Les Six and Messiaen, as well as
Stravinsky, Prokofiev and Bartók.
His Konzertstück for Accordion was composed in 1974. Its sound world is rather
reminiscent of Bartók and comprises primarily of the alternation between two types of
material. The first is the nervously excited music of the opening – skittish atonal runs and
repeated chords. The second is a more introspective and quiet exploration of dissonant
counterpoint and cluster chords, often employing the highest range of the accordion. The
work concludes as it began in an atmosphere of dramatic tension.
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Dave Heath (b. 1956)			
Take to the Sky
At the height of the pandemic, I heard Ryan Corbett and several other competitors in the
overseas league competition. It was inspiring that in such difficult times, young musicians were
determined to ignore the chaos surrounding them and continue creating beauty and passion.
 	 Take to the sky is in one movement and begins with a bagpipe like drone which develops
into a romantic melody which is then interrupted by a Celtic-style triple flick jig, a technique
Phil Cunningham showed me when I was orchestrating his Highland and Islands suite for the
1997 Celtic Connections festival. The piece builds into a wild virtuoso rhapsody then the slow
theme returns ending on a high note of hope.
 	 This piece was written for Ryan in the hope that he and all youngsters will not be deterred
and take to the sky.
Felix Mendelssohn (1809 – 1847)		
Rondo capriccioso, Op. 14 (arr. Corbett)
Andante – Presto
By the end of 1824, the 15-year old child prodigy, Mendelssohn, had composed a remarkable
volume of works, including his Symphony No. 1, 13 string sinfonias, five concertos, three
operas and a magnificat. During his travels he was introduced to figures such as the
composers Spohr and Hummel, and the poet and playwright Goethe, in whom Mendelssohn
helped to instil an understanding of classical music.
Mendelssohn was very gifted at the piano and violin. In 1824 he took lessons from
the renowned pianist Ignaz Moscheles, who commented: ‘Felix, a boy of fifteen is a
phenomenon. What are all prodigies compared with him? He is already a mature artist. This
afternoon I gave Felix Mendelssohn his first lesson, without losing sight for a moment of the
fact that I was sitting next to a master, not a pupil.’
That same year, Mendelssohn may have begun composition on his Rondo capriccioso, Op.
14, although some sources date it to 1828–30. The work begins with an Andante introduction.
Gentle chords set the scene for a lyrical melody, which builds in intensity and momentum
to a central climax before fading away into the minor-key Presto rondo. The rondo theme is
light and scherzo-like. A contrasting section featuring a smooth, romantic melody follows.
When the rondo theme reappears it is developed, and the music returns to the major. After
some impressive passagework the theme appears for a final time, and the work concludes in
virtuosic style.
Milngavie-born Ryan Corbett began playing accordion aged eleven and was self-taught until
he started learning with Djordje Gajic at the age of fourteen. He recently graduated from
the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, and will commence postgraduate studies there later this
year. Ryan was awarded first prize at the Royal Over-Seas League Annual Music Competition,
and the Bromsgrove International Musician’s competition. He is the first accordionist to
be selected as a BBC New Generation Artist and a Tillet Trust Debut Scheme artist. Ryan
has also won prizes at international accordion competitions in Italy, Germany, and China.
Last year Ryan recorded Bach’s fourth keyboard concerto with the Berliner Symphoniker
as part of the Piazzolla centenary celebrations. He looks forward to performing as a soloist
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with the National Youth Orchestra of Scotland, and with BBC orchestras as part of the
New Generation Artist Scheme. In 2021 Ryan formed an accordion duo with Djordje Gajic;
its repertoire features Ryan’s arrangement of Bach’s Prelude and Fugue in Eb which was
described as “musically unified and utterly compelling” (Seen and Heard International). He
also arranged music by Rameau for three accordions which was performed for The Prince of
Wales during his official visit to the RCS. ryancorbett.com

Music at Paxton appeal
supporting young people & communities
Music at Paxton is committed to providing opportunities for emerging artists,
young people, and the Scottish Borders communities to experience and
enjoy live music.
A generous donation of £1,500 has allowed us to launch an appeal to help
develop our engagement and outreach work this year and beyond, sharing the
transformative power of music with the widest range of participants.
We aim to raise £5,000 in 2022, and a further £3,000 in both 2023 and 2024.
Your donation could help us to:
• support young artists in their early career, providing high profile opportunities
to create and perform, and facilitating partnerships with established artists;
• present relaxed concerts and interactive music sessions, offering families and
young people accessible and fun-filled introductions to music;
• take music into schools and community settings across the Scottish Borders in
partnership with Live Music Now Scotland, providing access to those who would
otherwise be unable to experience the joy of live music.
Make a donation: https://cafdonate.cafonline.org/20350
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NEW TOWN CONCERTS
QUEENS HALL, EDINBURGH
SEASON 2022–2023

New Town Concerts present their first full post-lockdown season at the
Queens Hall, Edinburgh with a varied programme of chamber music and
recitals from across Europe, a beguiling mix of the familiar and the new.
MONDAY 17 OCTOBER 2022 The Engegård String Quartet
with Nils Økland (Hardanger Fiddle)
Works by Schubert (Death and the Maiden Quartet),
Mortensen and traditional Norwegian music.
MONDAY 21 NOVEMBER 2022 Van Baerle Trio.
Piano Trios by Mozart (K502) Fauré (Op 120),
Bloch (3 Nocturnes) and Brahms (Op 87)
MONDAY 27 FEBRUARY 2023 Quatour Ébène
Works by Bach (5 Fugues arr Mozart), Dubugnon (Secular Suite)
and Bartók (Quartet No 6)
MONDAY 27 MARCH 2023 Steven Osborne (Piano)
Rachmaninov programme (including his two piano sonatas)
to mark the 150th anniversary of the composer's birth

Full details at newtownconcerts.com or thequeenshall.net
Book online at thequeenshall.net or phone 0131 668 2019

Sun 24 July, 4pm · 2hr			

Maxwell Quartet Music at Paxton Associate Ensemble
with Jamie MacDougall Narrator
and Ryan Corbett Accordion

Joseph Haydn (1732 – 1809)			
String Quartet in F, Op. 77 No. 2
I		
II		
III		
IV		

Allegro moderato
Menuetto: Presto, ma non troppo – Trio – Menuetto
Andante
Finale: Vivace assai

Haydn left London for Vienna in August 1794 and entered back into the service of the
Esterházys as Kapellmeister to Prince Nikolaus II. Every summer Haydn was required to
compose a mass setting to celebrate the birthday of Princess Maria, for which he composed
six fine examples between 1796 and 1802. Also dating from this period are his two famous
oratorios – The Creation and The Seasons, and his final completed string quartets – the six of
Op. 76 and the two of Op. 77.
Haydn’s Op. 77 was originally conceived as a set of six quartets dedicated to Prince
Joseph Franz von Lobkowitz. However, during 1799 Haydn only managed to compose two.
Many have speculated whether the composition of Beethoven’s six Op.18 quartets (1798 –
1800), also dedicated to Lobkowitz and being heard across Vienna at the time, may have led
Haydn to abandon his own projected set.
The Allegro moderato of Op. 77/2 begins with a theme in first violin, akin to a Mozartian
aria. A gentle second theme completes the exposition of the movement. These themes
form the basis for the dramatic development section, and after a pause the recapitulation
concludes the movement in celebratory fashion. Unusually, the Menuetto follows, which is
full of unexpected twists and unpredictable rhythmic patterns. The central Trio provides a
peaceful counterfoil. The Andante is concertante in style – the two violins and cello taking the
solo role in turn, the first violin often performing elaborate countermelodies above the main
melody. The Finale is a high-spirited affair, which features some attractive canonic writing
during its development, and lovely comical touches such as the little passage of stratospheric
first violin writing near its conclusion.
Roxanna Panufnik (b. 1968) 		
‘The Audience’ for narrator and string quartet
Prologue: The Performers
II		 The Critic
VII		 First Date – She
VIII First Date – He
IX		 The Drinker
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The daughter of the Polish composer Andrzej Panufnik, Roxanna was born in London, and has
herself become one of the leading voices in British contemporary music, with a substantial back
catalogue of works in genres encompassing opera, ballet, choral works, chamber, music theatre
and music for film and television. Recent projects include Songs of Love and Friendship composed
for the Netherlands Radio Choir and violinist Daniel Rowland, Ever Us for ten choirs including the
Rundfunk Chor Berlin, and the opera Dalia commissioned by Garsington Opera.
The Audience was composed in 2009 and commissioned by the Endellion String Quartet.
The work is a collaboration between Panufnik and the poet Wendy Cope whom the quartet
commissioned to write ten poems on the themes of different classical music concert-goers.
The texts are perceptive and often humorous, offering a witty insight into what these
different characters might be thinking and feeling.
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Johannes Brahms (1833 – 1897)			
String Quartet No. 3 in B flat, Op. 67
I		Vivace
II		 Andante
III		 Agitato (Allegretto non troppo) – Trio – Agitato – Coda
IV		 Poco Allegretto con Variazioni – Doppio Movimento
Since the early 1870s Brahms was able to live well from the income received from his concerts
and compositional royalties. He was recognised by honorary doctorates, such as that from
Cambridge in May 1876, which Brahms declined. The violinist Joseph Joachim accepted
his Cambridge doctorate in 1877, and there conducted Brahms’ First Symphony, which was
warmly received. The premiere had been in November 1876, a year which earlier saw the
composition of his String Quartet No. 3, Op. 67.
The quartet was rehearsed at Clara Schumann’s house by the Joachim Quartet, Joachim
himself commenting to Brahms that: ‘You have scarcely written any more beautiful
chamber music.’ Brahms, however, described it as: ‘a useless trifle, to avoid facing the serious
countenance of a symphony [his first]’. He dedicated it to the scientist Theodor Engelmann,
an amateur cellist, telling him that: ‘You many need a doctor for it … This quartet rather
resembles your wife – very dainty, but brilliant! … It’s no longer a question of a forceps
delivery; but of simply standing by. There’s no cello solo in it, but such a tender viola solo that
you may want to change your instrument for its sake!’
The opening Vivace begins with a hunt-like 6/8 theme, after which a lightly rocking second
theme in 2/4 is introduced. The development presents the first theme in a smoother guise, until
the second reappears in dramatic fashion. The recapitulation concludes with a combination of
the two themes. The Andante begins with a delightful song for first violin. The central section
alternates between a more aggressive new idea and music of great tranquillity. A variation on
the opening melody closes the movement gently. The Agitato features the aforementioned viola
melody, the rest of the quartet muted to allow the soloist prominence. After a trio the Agitato
returns and concludes peacefully with a Coda. The finale is a set of variations on a short theme.
The viola appears again as soloist in the first variation. After visiting minor and remote keys, the
home key and first movement themes return in variation seven, and these are deftly combined
with the finale theme for the concluding ninth variation.
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Traditional			
Scottish folk music
See page 15 for Maxwell Quartet biography. See page 18 for Ryan Corbett biography.
Scottish tenor and broadcaster Jamie MacDougall enjoys a varied career, working at Scottish
Opera, Opera Holland Park, English National Opera and Opera North as well as companies in
Europe and Canada. He is passionate about new opera, collaborating closely with the award
winning New Opera in Scotland Events (NOISE). He has appeared with Royal Scottish National
Orchestra, Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, Scottish Chamber Orchestra and St Louis and
Houston Symphony Orchestra, working with conductors including Tamas Vasary, Ivan Fischer,
Marin Alsop, Richard Hickox, Trevor Pinnock, Nicholas McGegan and Daniel Harding. Festival
appearances include the Three Choirs, BBC Proms, Aldeburgh, St Magnus, Edinburgh, Salzburg
and Passau. Jamie’s extensive discography covers baroque and classical, German, Scottish and
English song as well as contemporary works. With Haydn Trio Eisenstadt he released the 20-disc
collection of Haydn Folksong arrangements. His 2019 recording of Arturo Marquez‘s Dibujos
sobre la Puerta was released to mark the 75th anniversary of Mexico’s Anglo Institute. Scotland’s
‘Voice’ for classical music on BBC Radio Scotland, Jamie regularly presents for BBC Radio 3. For
17 years he has anchored BBC TV’s Proms in the Park from Glasgow as part of the Last Night of
the Proms Festivities. jamiemacdougall.net

Tue 26 July, 11.30am/2pm/4pm · 40 min; no interval
Marquee

Traditional Tunes for Tiny People

Ruaridh Geddes & Neil Sutcliff Fiddle & Accordion
Music and storytelling with Roo & Neil – traditional tunes and songs introduced in an
interactive and fun performance specially designed for young children (3–7).
Programme to be announced from the stage.
In association with Live Music Now Scotland. livemusicnow.scot
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Tue 26 July, 7.30pm · 2hr

Dame Sarah Connolly Mezzo Soprano
Joseph Middleton Piano
Samuel Barber (1910 – 81)			
Three Songs, Op. 10
I		 Rain has Fallen
II		 Sleep Now
III		 I Hear an Army
Samuel Barber had a natural affinity towards vocal music, and his songs form a significant
part of his oeuvre. In his early career he trained as a baritone, giving recitals at the Curtis
Institute and in Vienna, and working for NBC radio. In 1935 he recorded his setting of Dover
Beach, Op. 3, which was praised as having: ‘singular charm and beauty, intelligently sung by a
naturally beautiful voice.’
The following year, 1936, was a significant one for Barber. The composition of his First
Symphony earned him international recognition, and that same year he wrote his String
Quartet whilst on holiday with his partner, the composer Menotti. The slow movement
was transcribed the same year for string orchestra as his famous Adagio for Strings, which
premiered in 1938 under the baton of Toscanini.
Also composed during 1936 were his Three Songs, Op. 10. During 1936–37 Barber composed
six settings of poems by James Joyce, and compiled three of these as his Op. 10. Each of the
three texts are love songs. The first, Rain has Fallen, features a gently traced accompaniment of
arpeggios, reminiscent of falling raindrops. The music becomes more impassionate towards the
end, before fading. The second, Sleep Now, begins tranquilly, the song becoming more dramatic
as ‘the voice of the winter is heard’, before calming once more. The final song, I Hear an Army,
vividly portrays the feelings and emotions after love has gone. The images are nightmarish and
of an army of vicious warriors shouting battle-cries and attacking the heart, words so superbly
echoed by the violence of the musical setting. As Barber said in an interview of 1971: ‘When I’m
writing music for words, then I immerse myself in those words, and I let the music flow out of them.’
Mark-Anthony Turnage (b. 1960)
Songs of Sleep and Regret (2021, Britten Pears Arts commission) Scottish première
I		
II		
III		
IV		
V		
VI		
VII		
VIII

Remorse Is Memory Awake
Sonnet 83
Sleep Now		
Sonnet 27
To An Unborn Pauper Child
I Look Into My Glass: piano interlude after Thomas Hardy
Roses
Farewell
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James Joyce became ambivalent about his early poem collection Chamber Music, but at the
time the book was still in press, in 1907, he wrote his brother that he hoped someone would
set some of its poems to music, ‘someone that knows old English music such as I like’. Samuel
Barber was the chap. In the autumn of 1935, newly arrived at the American Academy in
Rome, he set four of the poems, to be followed by two more over the next couple of years.
The three he chose to publish tell a story of lost love, reiterating the word ‘heart’ and rising –
spectacularly in the setting – to a burst of recognition.
Mark-Anthony Turnage takes one of these same poems as a statement of the central
premise of his new Songs of Sleep and Regret, that sleep will, if only momentarily, set regret
at bay. Or to put it another way, as Emily Dickinson does at this cycle’s opening: ‘Remorse –
is Memory – awake’. The piano sounds the alarm, with a quick figure that goes on stabbing
through much of the song, and the singer enters at full power, softening only when she turns
to consider remorse as God’s institution. Then Turnage pounds back that first line.
In Dickinson’s sombre view, to remember is to regret. For Shakespeare, on the contrary,
memory brings back the beloved, whether one is awake (in Sonnet 83) or asleep (in Sonnet
27). Either way, there is not much in these poems of regret – and in ‘I never saw that you
did painting need’ sleep is only a metaphor for the poet’s unwillingness (or failure) to
apostrophize his beloved in verse. We are in the realm, deeply Shakespearean, of knowing
love song, and the singer wanders into the setting of this first sonnet with a gentle phrase.
The accompaniment, speeding up in stages, may be pressing the poet’s argument (or excuse),
or else undermining it. The final couplet restores the initial tone.
Sleep comes trickling down in the piano to introduce the Joyce poem, but what the singer
stamps out clearest is the phrase ‘O you unquiet heart!’ This will be recalled at the end of the
song, by both artists. Then, in the second Shakespeare sonnet, a little rhythmic motif is the
fixed idea that must keep recurring.
A stark chord reawakens the topic of sleep as salve, as necessity, to start the Thomas
Hardy song. Dickinson’s hard gloom is restored (G sharp in the music does that) and taken
further: better not to be born, says Hardy, than to enter this world. But then poem and song
take a turn into the deeper pessimism of knowing the unborn to be deaf to any advice. The
song ends as it started, but dares to hope.
We stay with Hardy for a piano interlude reflecting on ‘I look into my glass’, in which he
(for the poem seems autobiographical) wishes his heart could have aged with his face, and
desires been left behind.
Rushing, lustrous and vivid, ‘Roses’, setting a poem by a senior novelist, George Eliot,
might appear a rejoinder. Yet words and music both know all this is a fancy of a dream,
doubly unreal. Sleep and dreams cannot be commanded.
There remains a farewell, to words by Stevie Smith (who read at Aldeburgh in her last
year). The persona of the poem declares herself ready to enter eternal sleep and bids a
cheery farewell to a variety of things, including ‘all fair universes’, set very low. But can we
believe she goes without some regret?
© Paul Griffiths 2022
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
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Ernest Chausson (1855 – 99)
		
Poème de l’amour et de la mer (Poem of love and the sea), Op. 19
I		 La fleur des eaux (The flower of the water)
II		 Interlude
III		 La mort de l’amour (The death of love)
After initially studying law, the French composer Ernest Chausson turned to music, from
1879 attending the composition classes of Massenet and Franck at the Paris Conservatoire.
Wagner was also an important influence on Chausson at this time, and he visited Germany
to hear several operas, including the premiere of Parsifal at Bayreuth in 1882, which he heard
again in 1883 on his honeymoon. However, the Wagnerian traits that arose in his music drew
condemnation from critics, and Chausson later turned away from Wagner writing that:
‘de-Wagnerisation was necessary’ for French music.
From 1886, until his untimely death in a cycling accident in 1899, Chausson was the
secretary of the Société Nationale de Musique, receiving many important artists to his home,
including Fauré, Debussy and Monet. As a composer Chausson’s oeuvre includes several
songs, the opera Le roi Arthus, choral works and chamber music. His orchestral output
includes the popular Poème for violin and orchestra, and the Poème de l’amour et de la mere
for voice with orchestral or piano accompaniment.
Poème de l’amour et de la mer was composed between 1882-90, and later revised
in 1893. The texts are by the French poet and sculptor Maurice Bouchor, whose prose
Chausson set several times. One such example is the song Le temps des lilas, that Chausson
incorporated into the ending of his Poème.
The opening movement sets the scene – the poet sees his beloved in the scent of lilacs,
the movements of the sea, everything around him. A piano solo echoes the rolling waves.
He falls hopelessly in love with her, a love that is not returned. The atmosphere changes as
they part, the wind and sea now cruelling mocking the pain in the poet’s heart. The sombre
Interlude for piano solo that follows is reflective of the sorrowful mood. The final movement
opens joyfully as the text conjures up beautiful images and the poet remembers. Yet again,
however, the skies darken and very powerful visions of the horror of lost love are vividly
illustrated by the dramatic musical setting, that even becomes funereal as the poem speaks
of ‘the dead’ and ‘oblivion’. Finally, the doleful music of the Interlude returns as the theme for
Le temps des lilas, confirming that ‘the time of lilacs, along with our love, is dead forever.’
Arnold Schoenberg (1874 – 1951)			
Erwartung (Expectation), Op. 2 No. 1
Jesus Bettelt (Schenk mir deinen goldenen Kamm)
Jesus begs (give me thy golden comb), Op. 2 No. 2
In the mid-1890s, Schoenberg joined – as cellist – an orchestra conducted by the composer
Alexander von Zemlinsky, from whom he also received counterpoint lessons and compositional
advice, and who would later become his brother-in-law. He dedicated his songs of Ops. 1–3 to
Zemlinsky, stating that: ‘He is the one to whom I owe most of my knowledge of the technique
and the problems of composing.’
Schoenberg compositions of the 1890s include several songs, piano pieces and chamber
works such as the string sextet Verklärte Nacht of 1899, which was inspired by the work of the
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poet Richard Dehmel. As Schoenberg wrote: ‘Dehmel’s poems have had a decisive influence
on my development as a composer. They were what first made me try to find a new tone in
the lyrical mode. Or rather, I found it without even looking, simply by reflecting in music what
his poems stirred up in me.’
Verklärte Nacht was turned down for performance in 1899, and a concert, in 1900, of
songs from Ops. 1–3 met with protests. As Schoenberg himself said: ‘From then on the
scandal never stopped‘ – each development of his gradual abandonment of tonality met
with a similar response.
Several of Schoenberg’s early songs are settings of Dehmel’s poetry, including three of
his Four Songs, Op. 2 of 1899. The first, Erwartung, is hauntingly beautiful. The poem, full of
the colours of red and green, inspires a colourful harmonic setting from Schoenberg, replete
with delicate arabesques. The link to the late romantic lieder tradition is evident here, the
tonal centres clearly recognisable. Jesus Bettelt is a love-song from Jesus to Mary Magdalene,
in which he begs her to give him everything including her heart. Here the tonal centre is still
audible but often hidden within a chromatic harmonic language. The setting is wonderfully
impassioned, especially when Jesus pleads: ‘Oh Maria!‘
Alban Berg (1885 – 1935)				
Aus: Dem Schmerz sein Recht (Schlafen, schlafen)
From: In praise of pain (Sleep, sleep), Op. 2 No. 1
Alban Berg had little formal musical education in his early years, until 1904 when he chanced
upon a newspaper advertisement for students placed there by Schoenberg. The two met that
October for an initial lesson, at about the same time as Anton Webern began his tuition, and
both younger men began to share the creative experiences of their master that would forever
shape their own musical outlook.
Berg’s early works, such as the Seven Early Songs (1905 – 1908), lie in the tradition of the
Romantic lied. With his Piano Sonata, Op. 1 (1907 – 1908), his harmonic language became
increasingly chromatic and tonally began to show signs of ambiguity, a trend that developed
in his Four Songs, Op. 2, of 1909 – 1910. The last of this set is his first clearly atonal work, a
composition that was followed by his String Quartet, Op. 3 (1910), that demonstrated his
mastery of Schoenberg’s new techniques.
The first song of Berg’s Op. 2 is a setting of part of Christian Friedrich Hebbel’s large poem
Dem Schmerz sein Recht, the song sometimes known by its first line Schlafen, schlafen. The
text is centred around sleep – the only way to escape the pain of living. Berg’s wonderful
setting is coloured by exotic, sometimes jazz-like harmonies, the music rising to a climax as
the poet speaks of ‘the abundance of life sounding down to where I rest’, then calming as he
forces himself back into the world of sleep.
Kurt Weill (1900 – 1950)				
Ship from Lady in the Dark
Speak Low from One Touch of Venus
Trouble Man from Lost in the Stars
Je ne t’aime pas (I don’t love you)
Kurt Weill began his career as, what one might describe, a composer of ‘serious classical
music’. His output of the 1920s and early 30s includes two symphonies, two string quartets
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and a violin concerto. However, his main interest as a composer was in musical drama, a
famous example of such being Die Dreigoschenoper (The Threepenny Opera) of 1928.
In 1933 Weill left Germany for Paris following the seizure of power by the Nazis. However,
his first Parisian production was unsuccessful, and in 1934 he settled in a village outside the city,
dissociating himself with Parisian musical life. Compositions of that year include Je ne t’aime
pas: one of two songs to texts by Maurice Magre, commissioned by the film star and cabaret
singer Lys Gauty. The speaker is a woman addressing her ex-partner, who she claims not to love.
Yet all is not so, as she sings at the end of the song: ‘I don’t love you, oh my beloved!’
In 1935 Weill moved to New York and began writing productions for Broadway, achieving
his first success in 1938 with Knickerbocker Holiday. During the 1940s he turned away from
a ‘serious classical’ vein in favour of his now successful Broadway career, the works of which
period are a more popular development of his ‘plays with music’ of the 20s. Success, however,
came at a high price for Weill, as the workload was extremely demanding, and in 1950 he
died from a long-standing heart ailment.
The musical play Lady in the Dark was written in 1940, with lyrics by Ira Gershwin. Whilst
under psychoanalysis, the main character Liza recalls a childhood song – My Ship. Later,
when she cannot remember the words, a male colleague recalls them, and she decides that
he is the man for her. The song describes a beautiful ship of treasures, whose arrival means
nothing if her love is not on board.
The musical comedy One Touch of Venus was written in 1943, with lyrics by Ogden Nash.
The hilarious story concerns a barber, Rodney, who brings a statue of Venus to life by placing
his engagement ring on its finger. Venus promptly falls in love with Rodney for giving her life,
and pursues him, to the affront of his fiancée Gloria. Speak Low is a love-song between Venus
and Rodney, the first line of which is a paraphrase of Don Pedro from Shakespeare’s Much
Ado About Nothing: ‘Speak low if you speak love’.
The musical tragedy of 1949, Lost in the Stars, was Weill’s last completed work, with lyrics
by Maxwell Anderson. The story concerns a priest, whose son, Absalom, commits murder
whilst attempting a robbery, for which he will hang. Absalom’s pregnant girlfriend, Irina, begs
him not to go ahead with his plans, but he ignores her. She sings Trouble Man, in which she
admits she loves everything about him, including his dark side. Yet, how can she sleep when
she knows not when he will return?

+

POST-CONCERT:
Ticket holders are invited to stay on for a short informal Q&A session immediately after
the concert.
Sarah Connolly was made a DBE in the 2017 Birthday Honours, having previously been
awarded a CBE in the 2010 New Year Honours. In 2020 she was made an Honorary Member
of the Royal Philharmonic Society in recognition of her outstanding services to music. She
has sung at the Aldeburgh, Edinburgh, Lucerne, Salzburg and Tanglewood Festivals and the
BBC Proms where, in 2009, she was a soloist at the Last Night. Opera engagements have
taken her around the world from the Metropolitan Opera to the Royal Opera House, the Paris
Opera, La Scala Milan, the Vienna and Munich State Operas and the Bayreuth, Glyndebourne
and Aix-en-Provence Festivals. In the 2021/22 season Dame Sarah returns to the Gran Teatro
del Liceu in Barcelona for Geneviève Pelléas et Mélisande and to the Metropolitan Opera to
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reprise the role of Gertrude in the American premiere of Brett Dean’s Hamlet. She appears in
concert with the CBSO, the Wiener Symphoniker and the Philharmonia Orchestra and gives
recitals in Amsterdam, in Barcelona and at the Aldeburgh, Leeds and Oxford Lieder Festivals.
sarah-connolly.co.uk
Joseph Middleton is internationally acclaimed in the art of song accompaniment and
chamber music, enjoying fruitful partnerships with singers including Sir Thomas Allen,
Louise Alder, Ian Bostridge, Dame Sarah Connolly, Iestyn Davies, Fatma Said, Samuel
Hasselhorn, Angelika Kirchschlager, Christopher Maltman, John Mark Ainsley, Ann Murray,
James Newby, Mark Padmore, Matthew Rose, Carolyn Sampson and Roderick Williams.
Recent seasons have taken him to London’s Wigmore Hall, Royal Opera House and Royal
Festival Hall, Vienna Konzerthaus, Amsterdam Concertgebouw and Muziekgebouw, Köln
Philharmonie, Strasbourg, Frankfurt, Lille and Gothenburg Opera Houses, Berlin Boulez Saal,
Paris Musée d’Orsay, Zürich Tonhalle, de Singel Antwerp, Tokyo’s Oji Hall and New York’s
Alice Tully Hall. He regularly appears at festivals in Aix-en-Provence, Aldeburgh, Edinburgh,
Munich, Schubertiade Schwarzenberg and Hohenems, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Ravinia, Japan,
San Francisco, Toronto, Vancouver and the BBC Proms. Joseph collaborates with young rising
stars, and regularly programmes his own series for BBC Radio 3. His discography on Harmonia
Mundi, BIS, Chandos and Signum Records have won him a Diapason d’Or, Prix Caecilia and
an Edison Award. He is director of Leeds Lieder, musician in residence at Pembroke College
Cambridge and professor and Fellow at his alma mater, the Royal Academy of Music. He was
the recipient of the 2017 Royal Philharmonic Society’s Young Artist of the Year Award.
josephmiddleton.com
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Wed 27 July, 7.30pm · 2hr		

Pavel Kolesnikov Piano
Samson Tsoy Piano
Franz Schubert (1797 – 1828)			
Sonata in B flat, D617
I		 Allegro moderato
II		 Andante con moto
III		 Allegretto
Franz Schubert 			
Fantasie in F Minor, D940
Allegro molto moderato – Largo – Allegro vivace – Tempo I
The first half of 1818 was an unproductive time for Schubert. After a year of comparative
freedom and prolific creativity, his family moved to a neighbouring district, and Schubert with
them. There he resumed teaching, which he disliked, and his compositions of this period, some
of which remained unfinished, reflect his depressive mood. In July, however, an opportunity
arose for him to leave his teaching position and move to Hungary to work for Count Esterházy,
where he was to be music master to the princesses Marie and Caroline. His first few weeks
there uplifted his spirits greatly, as he wrote to his friends: ‘I am quite well. I live and compose
like a god, as though that were as it should be. I live at last, and it was high time …’
Whilst there, Schubert wrote various works for piano duet for his two young students.
These included the Sonata in B flat, D617. The Allegro begins with a flourish high on the
piano, that ushers in a lyrical opening melody. This is swiftly followed by a bolder second
theme, and an attractive passage of imitative writing. The second theme returns during the
dramatic development section, before the closing recapitulation. The Andante opens with a
stately minor key melody. A beautiful duet follows, leading to a sudden outburst. The opening
melody returns but in an embellished major form to close the movement. The 6/8 opening
section of the Allegretto possesses a delightful and almost equine-like gait. The central
section features dramatic offbeat chords and semiquavers which contrast delightfully with
the waltz rhythm that follows. Finally, the opening material returns to gently close the work.
The state of Schubert’s health had been a serious problem since 1822, and it is believed
beyond doubt that syphilis was the root of this illness – and indeed the cause of his
untimely demise in 1828. The intensity of his work never relented, and his final year saw
the composition of numerous works including his last three piano sonatas, the song cycle
Schwanengesang, and the completion of his Ninth Symphony ‘The Great’. Also composed in
his final year was the Fantasie in F minor, which he dedicated to Countess Caroline Esterházy,
of whom he was deeply fond.
As remembered by his friends: ‘He was head over heels in love with one of his pupils,
[Caroline]. Schubert was quite content to take a back seat, to remain quietly by the side of his
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adored pupil, and to thrust love’s arrow ever deeper into his heart. When she once jokingly
teased him that he had never dedicated a piece of his to her he responded: ‘Why do that?
Everything is dedicated to you anyway’.
As in his ‘Wanderer’ Fantasie, the F minor Fantasie is formed of four connected
movements. The expressive opening theme of the Allegro is characterised by a dotted
rhythmic pattern. Eventually a second theme of serious funereal character is introduced.
These two themes appear in both minor and major before a bold modulation introduces
the Largo. This dramatic movement encloses a lyrically beautiful centre, said to have been
inspired by hearing Paganini playing the slow movement of his Second Violin Concerto.
The following Allegro vivace is a bright Scherzo, a central Trio providing a delicate contrast.
Another dramatic modulation heralds the return of the opening theme, and the final
movement. The second theme is presented as a fugue, and after building to its climax the
two themes are juxtaposed to create a conclusion of great poignancy.
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Johannes Brahms (1833 – 97) 			
Liebeslieder Walzer (Love-song waltzes), Op. 52a
1		Rede, Mädchen, allzu liebes (Tell me, my sweetest girl). Im Ländler-Tempo
2		Am Gesteine rauscht die Flut (The wildly lashed waves)
3		O die Frauen, o die Frauen (O women, o women)
4		Wie des Abends schöne Röthe (Like a lovely sunset)
5		Die grüne Hopfenkranke (The green tendrils of the vine)
6		Ein Kleiner, hübscher Vogel nahm (A pretty little bird). Grazioso
7		Wohl schön bewandt (All seemed rosy)
8		Wenn so lind dein Augen mir (When you gaze at me so tenderly)
9		Am Donaustrande (On the Danube’s shore)
10		 O wie sanft die Quelle (Ah, how gently the stream)
11		 Nein, es ist nicht auszukommen (No, it is not possible)
12		 Schlosser auf, und mache Schlösser (Locksmith, come, make me padlocks)
13		 Vögelein durchrauscht die Luft (A little bird flies through the skies)
14		 Sieh, wie ist die Welle klar (See how clear the waves are)
15		 Nachtigall, sie singt so schön (The nightingale sings so sweetly)
16		 Ein dunkeler Schacht ist Liebe (Love is a dark pit). Lebhaft
17		 Nicht wandle, mein Licht (Do not wander, my love). Mit Ausdruck
18		 Es bebet das Gesträuche (The foliage trembles). Lebhaft
Johannes Brahms 			
Variations on a theme by Robert Schumann, Op. 23
Theme: Leiser und innig
Variation I: L’istesso tempo. Andante molto moderato
Variation II
Variation III
Variation IV
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Variation V: Poco più animato
Variation VI: Allegro non troppo
Variation VII: Con moto. L’istesso tempo
Variation VIII: Poco più vivo
Variation IX
Variation X: Molto moderato, alla Marcia
Brahms first met Schumann, a composer whom he greatly admired, in 1853. Schumann was
greatly impressed by the young man, as he waxed lyrically in his article ‘New Paths’: ‘And
now he has come, a young blood, at whose cradle graces and heroes have kept watch. His
name is Brahms. Sitting at the piano, he began to reveal wondrous regions. We were drawn
into ever more magical circles. There were piano pieces both of a demoniac nature and of the
most graceful form. Each so different from every other that they seemed to emanate from
different sources. Then it seemed as if all those rushing streams combined as in a waterfall,
bearing the peaceful rainbow over the falling waves, surrounded by butterflies on the shore
and accompanied by the voices of nightingales.’
Flattered by such praise, Brahms became much closer to the Schumanns, especially
after Robert’s breakdown in 1854. That February, Schumann began to complain of aural
discomfort, and the illusions of beautiful music flowing through his head, symptoms
suggestive of syphilis. Once he dreamed that angels had delivered him a new theme, which
in fact he had used before, and wrote five variations upon it before throwing himself in the
Rhine in an abortive suicide attempt.
Schumann died in 1856, and five years later Brahms also turned to the same theme as a
basis for his Op. 23 Variations. Schumann’s gentle but stately theme is decorated during the
first variation. Segments of the theme hide in the texture of the second variation. Variation
3 consists of expressive rising melodic lines, and variation 4 is minor key and brooding. The
music shifts to a remote key for the gently lilting fifth variation and immediately back for the
dramatic sixth. Rising and falling steps characterise the seventh variation. Both the expressive
eighth and the stormy ninth variations are in minor keys. The march-like variation 10 ends the
set, the theme audible during its concluding bars.
In 1868, Brahms finally settled in Vienna. The following year saw the publication of
Wagner’s article ‘On Conducting’ in which Wagner directly attacked Brahms, in the mistaken
belief that he would prove a rival in the operatic field. This created a permanent barrier
between the two composers.
Musically, much of this period was taken up with the completion of the German Requiem
and the composition of other vocal and choral works, such as the Alto Rhapsody, and the
Liebeslieder Walzer, Op. 52, which were originally composed for vocal quartet and piano
duet, to verses from Polydora by the German poet Georg Friedrich Daumer. In 1870 Brahms
orchestrated a selection of the waltzes, and in 1874 arranged them for piano duet as Op. 52a.
The Liebeslieder bear similarities to Schubert, some of whose Ländler Brahms had
edited. Each little waltz is a miniature love-song. Many are blithe and happy or gentle and
peaceful. However, amongst them sit songs of melancholy (Nos. 5, 7, 16 and 17), and fury.
No. 2 depicts the crashing of waves against the rocks, and nos. 11 and 12 bitterly rebuke the
spiteful remarks from critical onlookers, whose mouths should be ‘shut with padlocks’. Nos. 6,
13 and 15 evoke birdsong, and no. 18 is a musical depiction of foliage that ‘trembles as the
soul – in love desire and pain whenever thoughts turn to you’.
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London-based Pavel Kolesnikov was born in Siberia into a family of scientists. He studied
both piano and violin for ten years, before concentrating solely on the piano. He has given
recitals at Queen Elizabeth Hall, London, as part of the international Piano Series, and at
Kings Place, London. He enjoys collaborating with other musicians, including the Brahms
Violin and Viola Sonatas with Lawrence Power at Queen Elizabeth Hall. Pavel has also given
recitals in South Korea, Japan, Spain, and Germany, and at La Roque d’Antheron festival,
Musiq3 Festival in Brussels, and Aldeburgh Festival. He returns regularly to Wigmore Hall
in London. A major project for Pavel is currently ongoing with the Rosas Dance Company,
performing Bach’s Goldberg Variations with the company’s founder Anne Teresa De
Keersmaeker. The project has so far been performed in Vienna, Brussels, Montpellier, Brugges,
and Seville. In 2019, together with Samson Tsoy, Kolesnikov started Ragged Music Festival at the
Ragged School Museum, former “ragged school” of Dr Barnardo in London’s East End. In the
same year Kolesnikov was honoured with the Critics’ Circle Young Talent Award 2019 for piano,
praised for his ‘intensely personal interpretations, often daring in their originality’ and
his ‘crusading vision’. pavelkolesnikov.co.uk
Lauded for the originality and intense drama of his interpretations, Samson Tsoy has already
received high praise from the London press with 5-star reviews in the Sunday Times, The
Guardian, The Independent, The Daily Mail, The Observer and The Arts Desk. He has performed
with renowned conductors including Valery Gergiev with the Mariinsky Orchestra, Alexander
Vedernikov with the BBC Symphony Orchestra, Juanjo Mena with the Real Filharmonía de
Galicia and Roberto Minczuk with the Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra. Presented by the BBC
Radio 3 as a rising star, highlights of 2021 included debuts with Philharmonia Orchestra,
conducted by Maxim Emelyanychev, playing both Brahms concertos in one evening and solo
recitals at Wigmore Hall, East Neuk, Ryedale and Norwich and Norfolk Festivals. Samson
graduated from the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory and the Royal College of Music in
London, and subsequently worked under the guidance of Maria João Pires and Elisabeth
Leonskaja. He is a laureate of the Santander Paloma O’Shea International Piano Competition, a
winner of the Campillos International Piano Competition and a recipient of the Milstein Medal
Award. He was a City Music Foundation Artist from 2015 to 2019. He co-founded London’s
Ragged Music Festival in 2019 with his duo partner Pavel Kolesnikov. samsontsoy.com
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Thu 28 July, 5.30pm · 50 mins; no interval
Marcel Proust & The Parisian Salon Culture
Roundtable event with guest speakers Professor Peter Dayan, Professor of Word & Music
Studies, University of Edinburgh & Professor Frances Fowle, Senior Curator, National Galleries
of Scotland, chaired by Dr James Cook, University of Edinburgh.

Thu 28 July, 7.30pm · 2hr

Pavel Kolesnikov Piano
Franz Schubert (1797 – 1828)
		
Sonata for Piano No. 18 in G, D894
I		 Molto moderato e cantabile
Louis Couperin (c.1626 – 1661)			
Unmeasured prelude in G minor
Reynaldo Hahn (1875 – 1947)			
Les Deux Écharpes (The Two Scarves) from
Le Rossignol éperdu (The Bewildered Nightingale):
I		 Première suite – No. 7
Franz Schubert			
Atzenbrugger Tänz in A, No. 30 from 36 Originaltänze, D365
Reynaldo Hahn			
Premières Valses:
III		 Ninette
IV		 Valse Noble
Franz Schubert			
Waltz in B minor, No. 6 from 38 Waltzes, Ländler and Ecossaises, D145
Reynaldo Hahn			
Premières Valses:
IX		 La Feuille (The Leaf)
Franz Schubert			
Atzenbrugger Tänz in A, D365, No. 30
Reynaldo Hahn			
Narghilé (Turkish waterpipe) from Le rossignol éperdu:
II		 Orient – No. 2
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Gabriel Fauré (1845 – 1924)		
Nocturne No. 12 in E minor, Op. 107
Louis Couperin			
Sarabande No. 110 in A minor
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
César Franck (1822 – 90)		
Prélude, Chorale et Fugue, Op. 21
Reynaldo Hahn 			
Ouranos (Uranus) from Le rossignol éperdu:
I		 Première suite – No. 22
Franz Schubert 			
Sonata for Piano No. 18 in G, D894
II		 Andante
III		 Menuetto: Allegro moderato – Trio – Menuetto
IV		 Allegretto
This evening’s concert invites us into an early 20th-century French musical salon and is
conceived as an homage to the French novelist Marcel Proust (1871–1922) in the centenary
year of his death. The programme is unusually structured according to a rhythm of
departures and returns. This structure is partly inspired by salon culture of Proust’s day,
which had a different concept of the musical work and did not share our inclination towards
completeness and totality in concert programming. It was not unusual to hear isolated
movements from larger works, nor to encounter a reliance on piano transcriptions of music
originally composed for other instruments. (In Proust’s novel A la recherche du temps perdu,
both phenomena are observable as regards the treatment of the fictional sonata for piano
and violin by the imaginary composer Vinteuil.) The structure of this concert is also more
profoundly inspired by Proust’s novel in this very rhythm of loss and rediscovery …
Schubert’s Fantasy Sonata in G frames the concert, its four movements separated
into two parts. The only explicit mention of Schubert in Proust’s novel is in relation to the
protagonist singing a song erroneously though traditionally identified as Schubert’s ‘Adieu’.
Proust seems to have appreciated Schumann more than Schubert, and this preference
was probably inspired by Hahn, according to whom Schumann’s music has charm whereas
Schubert’s does not. Pavel Kolesnikov suggests, nonetheless, that Schubert and Proust
‘merge miraculously’ in their ‘art of stretching time and communicating poignant intensity
through what is intimate and even minuscule’. The Fantasy Sonata was the last sonata
published in Schubert’s lifetime, and it has been variously characterized as ‘spacious’,
‘meditative’ and ‘serene’.
The first movement of Schubert’s sonata is followed by an ‘Unmeasured Prelude’ in
G minor by the 17th-century French composer Louis Couperin. There was a notable vogue
for early music amongst salon hosts and their guests at the turn of the century. Music by
contemporary composers – such as Hahn and Fauré, who might even have been present
and among the performers – was often programmed alongside works of older composers
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who were being newly rediscovered. Some of this interest was motivated by a more or less
nationalistic quest for ‘the French Bach’, an honour typically accorded to Jean-Philippe
Rameau. The majority of the compositions of Louis Couperin (uncle to the more famous
François) are for harpsichord and survive in the Bauyn Manuscript, an anthology compiled
after Couperin’s death. The ordering of the various preludes and dances is therefore an
open question, which Kolesnikov answers here in an anachronistic way by inserting two short
pieces by Couperin into a sequence of pieces for piano by Schubert, Hahn, and Fauré. In this
manner we hear dance music for keyboard across several centuries, from older dance forms
such as the sarabande and Schubert’s folk-infused Atzenbrugger Tanz to the modern waltz as
imagined by Hahn, in three of his Premières valses.
Hahn and Proust met at the salon of the painter Madeleine Lemaire in May 1894. They
began a romantic relationship which lasted two years before developing into a lifelong
friendly intimacy. They shared a love of composers including Schumann, Chopin and Fauré,
but disagreed over Wagner and Debussy, whom Proust loved and Hahn disliked. Published
in 1912, Hahn’s Le rossignol éperdu (‘The distraught nightingale’ – though the adjective
‘éperdu’ may also be interpreted less negatively as wild, ecstatic, boundless …) consists in its
totality of 53 short pieces for solo piano written over the previous decade. Often compared
to Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne Worte (‘Songs without words’), we will hear three pieces from
this collection. Proust described Hahn as a ‘literary musician’, and the pieces that make up Le
rossignol éperdu are appropriately subtitled ‘poèmes pour piano’. ‘Les deux écharpes’ (‘The
two scarves’) has two epigraphs from Verlaine: the first from Il bacio (‘The kiss’), a poem
which includes a description of kissing as a form of ‘Lively accompaniment on the keyboard
of teeth’; the second from Verlaine’s 1874 collection Romances sans paroles (‘Romances
without words’). The other ‘poems’ are ‘Narghilé’ (‘Hookah’) and ‘Ouranos’ (‘Uranus’). The
former is part of a set entitled ‘Orient’; the latter has an epigraph from Voltaire’s Zadig, ‘on
the immutable Order of the Universe’ (incidentally, Hahn had a basset hound called Zadig to
whom Proust once addressed an affectionate letter).
Hahn and Proust were united in their admiration of Fauré. Proust once wrote to Fauré
declaring himself to be not only in love with Fauré’s music but even so familiar with it as to be
able to write a 300-page book about it. Hahn described Fauré as the heir and often the equal
of Chopin, and Chopin is certainly one of the sources of inspiration for Fauré’s 13 nocturnes.
The penultimate nocturne (from 1915) is in ternary form and marked by daring chromaticism
and dissonance.
The second half opens with Franck’s Prélude, choral et fugue for solo piano, composed in
1884. Saint-Saëns’s damning verdict on this work was that ‘the chorale is not a chorale and
the fugue is not a fugue’. Yet, as Stephen Hough explains in Franck’s defence, ‘the forms
here have become symbolic’. Franck’s characteristic recourse to cyclic form resonates with the
structure of Proust’s narrative and its meditation on memory. Listen out for musical intertexts
in this work ranging from Bach to Wagner.
We return, finally, to the remaining movements of Schubert’s Fantasy Sonata, enriched and
disorientated by the intervening musical experiences. Proust writes beautifully in praise of the
work of memory as we listen to music, describing memory as ‘like a labourer toiling to establish
lasting foundations amidst the waves’. May our memories do justice to this same task as we
return to Schubert and seek to piece together the scattered musical fragments we have heard.
© Jennifer Rushworth 2022. Reproduction and distribution is strictly prohibited.
See page 33 for Pavel Kolesnikov biography.
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Fri 29 July, 7.30pm · 2hr		

Echéa Quartet

Rosa Hartley & Hatty Haynes Violin
Dave Shaw Viola Eliza Millett Cello
Franz Schubert (1797 – 1828)
Quartettsatz in C minor, D 703
Allegro assai
The Quartettsatz in C minor was written in December 1820, at the end of a fertile period for
Schubert which saw the composition of several songs and choral works. The Allegro assai,
and 41 bars of an Andante in A flat, are all that Schubert composed of this piece, leaving
the work unfinished, as he was to do with many other works (most famously the Symphony
No. 8 ‘Unfinished’ of 1822). After the death of Schubert, the original manuscript of the
Quartettsatz fell into the ownership of Johannes Brahms, who was to edit the manuscript in
preparation for its publication in 1870.
Despite its brevity, the Allegro assai holds a significant place in Schubert’s oeuvre as an
important precursor to his later quartets such as the Rosamunde D804, and Death and the
Maiden D810, which he composed four years later. Combined within this one movement,
and often very closely juxtaposed with each other, are all the grace of Schubert’s ‘Trout’
Quintet and the drama that flavours so many of his songs: witness, for instance, the dramatic
passages of semiquavers, building to a climax that features both at the opening of the
movement and at its conclusion.
Josef Haydn (1732 – 1809)		
String Quartet in F minor Op. 20 No. 5
I		
II		
III		
IV		

Allegro moderato
Menuetto – Trio – Menuetto
Adagio
Finale – Fuga a due Soggetti

During the period between the mid-1760s and the early 1770s, Haydn underwent a great
expansion in his musical development. A huge volume of music was composed during this
period: operas, church music, symphonies and baryton trios flowed ceaselessly from the
composer’s pen, as was expected of Haydn as court composer at Esterháza. Some works,
however, stand apart from these briefs and were probably not written for Prince Esterházy:
for instance, Haydn’s three sets of six quartets – then referred to as divertimentos. The last
of these, Op. 20, are commonly regarded as ‘epitomizing the full maturity of the Viennese
classical style’, and No. 5 in F minor was the first to be composed.
This key gives a feeling of poignancy to the quartet as exemplified by the opening theme
of the Allegro moderato. The first violin part is very much a concertante one, although the
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other members of the quartet do play significant roles. The development is constructed from
the opening theme. During the recapitulation the melodic material continues to develop, the
movement concluding with a coda exploring distant keys. The Menuetto is rather sombre,
a gentle Trio providing contrast. The Adagio is a 6/8 siciliano. The first violin’s melody
sometimes wanders away on elaborate arabesques, or is passed to the second violin to
allow an ornamented descant to be created above. The Finale is a fugue with two subjects.
Haydn directs it to be played sotto voce until a sudden eruption into fortissimo, after which it
quietens again, to end, after a pause, with a forte conclusion.
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770 – 1827)			
String Quartet in F, Op. 59 No. 1 ‘Razumovsky’
I		Allegro
II		 Allegretto vivace e sempre scherzando
III		 Adagio molto e mesto –
IV		 Thème Russe: Allegro – Adagio ma non troppo – Presto
The String Quartet Op. 59 No. 1 is the first of three quartets written between 1805 and 1806,
dedicated to the Russian ambassador Count Razumovsky, himself a fine violinist, specialising
in Haydn’s quartets, in which he played second violin. The initial reception to the first two
Razumovsky quartets was not at all favourable, and much comment was made of their
length and difficulty (both to play and to comprehend). Indeed, Beethoven seemed very
aware of these issues – when the violinist Felix Radicati said to him that: ‘surely he did not
consider these works to be music?’, his reply was: ‘Oh, they are not for you, but for a later
age!’ Posterity has very much favoured this statement, and even by the summer of 1807 the
Razumovsky quartets were becoming increasingly popular in Vienna where they were finally
published in 1808.
The Allegro begins with a melodic theme, first presented in the cello. The second theme,
presented by the first violin, is lyrical and ornamented. The dramatic development of this
movement is substantial and based around the initial theme, at its heart a passage of fugal
counterpoint. The initial theme is further transformed in the recapitulation, which concludes
with a triumphant coda. The second movement begins with a curious rhythmic figure played
by the cello. The form of the movement is unusual, its character unpredictable and prone to
dramatic changes of mood. The Adagio is mournful, even slightly funereal. The music rarely
leaves the minor key, yet when it does the effect is exquisite. After a cadenza for first violin
the Finale begins without a break. Titled Thème Russe, the theme was chosen by Beethoven
from a selection provided by Razumovsky. Although his chosen theme was slow and minor,
Beethoven transformed it into the sprightly major melody that forms the theme for the finale.
Near the end of the movement the music suddenly slows, and, in a clever twist, the original
Russian theme is heard, albeit still in the major, before the work finishes with a vigorous Presto.
Recipients of the Royal Philharmonic Society’s Albert and Eugenie Frost Chamber Music
Prize (2019/20) and Hattori Foundation’s Senior Award (2021/22), the Echéa Quartet was
formed in 2017 at the Royal Academy of Music. They are recent winners of the ‘Tremplin’
at the Philharmonie de Paris’s String Quartet Biennale (2020) and prizewinners of the
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International Anton Rubinstein Competition (2017). The quartet are currently Chamber Music
Fellows at the Royal College of Music, artists for Kirckman Concert Society and City Music
Foundation and are Yeomen of the Worshipful Company of Musicians. They are mentored
by John Myerscough, Simon Rowland-Jones and Mathieu Herzog, and have been selected to
participate in the McGill International String Quartet Academy (MISQA) in Montreal where
they will study with members of the Alban Berg, Artemis and Ebene Quartets. The quartet has
appeared at international festivals such as Ferrandou Musique, Festival de los Siete Lagos and
West Cork. They have performed in venues such as the Musikverein (Vienna), Wigmore Hall
(London), Philharmonie de Paris and collaborated with Marin Alsop at the World Economic
Forum (Switzerland). They have been featured on BBC Radio 3’s ‘In Tune’, and CBC National
Radio (Canada) as part of their 2019 North American tour. echeaquartet.com

Join the Friends
Becoming a Friend of Music at Paxton is a great way to enjoy
a closer relationship with the Festival, providing long-term
support to help ensure the Festival thrives.
Benefits include:
• Advance mailing of the festival brochure
• Priority booking period before the box office opens to the public
• Invitation to Spring launch reception
• Invitation to Friends party during the Festival
Further Information:
Wendy Saywood, Friends Secretary
friends@musicatpaxton.co.uk
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2022 – 2023
Sunday 2 October, 7.30 pm
Connaught Brass
Sunday 30 October, 7.30 pm
Steven Osborne (piano)
Sunday 20 November, 7.30 pm
Michael Mofidian (bass baritone)
Anna Tilbrook (piano)
Friday 27 January, 7.30 pm
Perseus Duo:
Anthony Poon (violin)
Galin Ganchev (piano)
Tunnell Trust Artists

Sunday 12 February, 3 pm
Gould Piano Trio
with Robert Plane (clarinet)
Sunday 5 March, 7.30 pm
Rachel Podger (violin)
Friday 24 March, 7.45 pm
Brodsky Quartet
Further information,
videos and biographies:
www.kelsomusicsociety.com

Sat 30 July, 10am · 40 min; no interval
Picture Gallery, Paxton House – please note change of venue

Family concert: Echéa Quartet
with Gerda Stevenson narrator

A relaxed performance specially created for families and young children (5 upwards),
featuring a selection of short pieces and a classic Scottish folk story.
See page 38 for Echéa Quartet biography.
Gerda Stevenson is an award-winning writer, actor, theatre director and singer-songwriter.
She has worked on stage, television, radio, film and in opera, throughout the UK and abroad.
She is a recipient of Scottish Arts Council and Creative Scotland writers’ bursaries, won the
YES Arts Festival Poetry Challenge in 2013, and the Robert Tannahill Poetry Prize in 2017.
She has written extensively for radio, including original plays and dramatisations of Scottish
novels. Her first poetry collection, If This Were Real (Smokestack Books, 2013), was published
in 2017 by Edizioni Ensemble, Rome, as Se Questo Fosse Vero, translated into Italian by Laura
Maniero. Gerda wrote the biographical introduction and a series of poems for the book Inside
& Out: The Art of Christian Small, which she also edited (Lyne Press, 2018, now published
by Scotland Street Press, 2019). Her most recent book is Edinburgh, a collaboration with
Scottish landscape photographer Allan Wright, for which she wrote the introduction and a
sequence of twenty-two poems (Allan Wright Photographic, 2019). A seasoned performer,
she won a BAFTA Best Film Actress award for her role in Margaret Tait’s feature film Blue
Black Permanent, and is the founder of Stellar Quines, Scotland’s leading women’s theatre
company. gerdastevenson.co.uk

Sat 30 July, 5pm · 1 hr; no interval
Marquee

Megan Mcdonald & Calum Mcilroy
Accordion, voice, guitar & mandolin
Programme to be announced from the stage.
In association with Live Music Now Scotland. livemusicnow.scot
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Sat 30 July, 7.30pm · 2hr		

Mithras Piano Trio

Ionel Manciu Violin Leo Popplewell Cello
Dominic Degavino Piano
Cecilia McDowall (b. 1951) 			
Cavatina at Midnight
Commissioned by the Cavatina Chamber Music Trust, Cavatina at Midnight (2008) encloses,
at its centre, a reference to the opening of the sublime Cavatina from Beethoven’s String
Quartet, Op. 130. Shapes and shades of the long lyrical line are hinted at throughout the
work. Cavatina at Midnight also brings together songs of another kind, two allusions to the
nightingale; one is drawn from Keat’s poem, Ode to a Nightingale and the other from the
first ever birdsong recording in 1924, in which the cellist, Beatrice Harrison, played well-known
songs in nocturnal duet with a nightingale in her garden. In the trio the violin takes an agile
role, suggestive of birdsong, supported by the lyricism of the cello. ‘As I was writing the piece
a blackbird sang at my window, not its beautiful, mellifluous evensong but an insistent F sharp
which somehow found its way into the texture.’
Ludwig van Beethoven (1770 – 1827)
Piano Trio in E flat, Op. 70 No. 2
I		 Poco sostenuto – Allegro ma non troppo – Tempo I – Tempo II
II		 Allegretto
III		 Allegretto ma non troppo
IV		 Finale: Allegro
1808 was a busy year for Beethoven. Late in 1807 he had spent time in Heiligenstadt,
working on his Fifth Symphony, which he needed to finish the following year. He returned
there in the summer of 1808 to write his Sixth Symphony, the ‘Pastoral’, and in swift
succession the two Op. 70 Piano Trios, written whilst staying at the flat of his friend and their
dedicatee, Countess Marie von Erdődy.
1808 was also the year of his infamous concert at the Theater an der Wien. This four-hour
programme consisted of the premieres of the Fifth and Sixth Symphonies, the Fourth Piano
Concerto, parts of the Mass in C, his scene and aria Ah! perfido, his own improvisations, and
then as a finale he hurriedly wrote his Choral Fantasy, which was under-rehearsed and fell
apart during performance!
The Op. 70 Piano Trios did not feature that evening. No. 2 begins with an expressive
introduction before the main Allegro. After the first theme a mysterious recollection of the
introduction precedes the waltz-like second theme. The dramatic development, initially
based upon the trill motif that ends the exposition, transports the waltz theme to different
harmonic areas before the sudden recapitulation. The slow introduction makes a surprising
return in the concluding coda. The Allegretto is a set of variations on two themes – one major,
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the other minor. The third movement, originally titled ‘Minuet’, is Schubertian in flavour, and
alternates twice with a contrasting ‘Trio’. The exuberant Finale introduces several different
themes and visits various remote keys. A varied recapitulation evaporates to a gentle pianissimo
high on the piano, after which the momentum builds to the work’s impressive climax.
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840 – 1893) 		
Piano Trio in A minor, Op. 50
I		
		
II A
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
II B
		

Pezzo elegiaco: Moderato assai – Allegro giusto –
Adagio con duolo e ben sostenuto – Moderato assai – Allegro giusto
Tema con variazioni:
Tema: Andante con moto
Var. I
Var. II: Più mosso
Var. III: Allegro moderato
Var. IV: L’istesso tempo (Allegro moderato)
Var. V: L’istesso tempo (Allegro moderato)
Var. VI: Tempo di Valse
Var. VII: Allegro moderato
Var. VIII: Fuga: Allegro moderato
Var. IX: Andante flebile ma non tanto
Var. X: Tempo di Mazurka
Var. XI: Moderato
Variazione finale e coda: Allegro risoluto e con fuoco –
Coda: Andante con moto – Lugubre

In 1880, Tchaikovsky’s patron Nadezhda von Meck questioned him about composing a work
for her piano trio, which included Debussy. He replied: ‘Forgive me; I would do anything to
give you pleasure, but this is beyond me … I simply cannot endure the combination of piano
with violin or cello. To my mind these timbres will not blend … it is torture for me to have to
listen to a string trio or a sonata of any kind for piano and strings. I believe the piano can be
effective in only three situations: alone, with an orchestra, or as accompaniment.’
Then in March 1881 Tchaikovsky learnt of the death of his friend, the pianist, conductor
and composer Nikolai Rubinstein. Later that year he felt the need to compose a work in his
memory, so began work on a Piano Trio after all. Subtitled ‘to the memory of a great artist’,
the second movement variations were based on a tune associated with Rubinstein – each
variation to portray an aspect of his life.
The Trio was completed by February 1882. As he wrote to von Meck: ‘My work is not all
bad. But I am afraid, having written all my life for orchestra, and only taken late in life to
chamber music, I may have failed to adapt the instrumental combinations to my musical
thoughts. I fear I may have arranged music of a symphonic character as a trio, instead of
writing directly for the instruments.’
Tchaikovsky’s Trio is indeed on a symphonic scale, and is a huge challenge, especially
for the pianist. The Pezzo elegiac opens tragically with a beautiful cello theme. The Allegro
giusto is joyful and majestic, but soon darkens. After music of great lyricism, the opening
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theme returns, but as a funeral march. This sombre music reappears once more to close the
movement. The Tema con variazioni begins with a gentle theme, which undergoes a series of
variations including: the delicate piano carillon of variation V; the twirling waltz of variation
VI; the fugue of variation VIII and the sprightly mazurka with piano cadenzas of variation
X. After a triumphant final variation, the opening theme of the first movement returns in
grandiose style as a Coda, then fades to the tragic funeral march once more.
Winners of the 10th Trondheim International Chamber Music Competition, 67th Royal Over–Seas
League Music Competition, Royal Philharmonic Society Henderson Award, and the Cavatina
Intercollegiate Chamber Music Competition, the Mithras Trio came together in 2017 at the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama. As well as benefiting from regular tuition with Matthew
Jones, Carole Presland and Ursula Smith, they have performed in masterclasses to the Takács,
Danish and Emerson Quartets, and have undertaken residencies in Snape Maltings and at the
Schulich School of Music, Montréal. They are currently members of the prestigious BBC New
Generation Artists scheme, broadcasting regularly on BBC Radio 3, and they have performed
at Queen Elizabeth Hall, Purcell Room and Milton Court Concert Hall, as well as giving
concerts at the Lake District Summer Music Festival and Leeds International Concert Season.
They were selected as Kirckman Concert Society Young Artists for the 2019/2020 season and
are on the Countess of Munster Trust Recital Scheme. They are also passionate exponents of
contemporary music, having worked extensively with composers including Helen Grime, Julian
Philips and Péter Tornyai. mithrastrio.co.uk
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Sun 31 July, 12 noon · 1hr; no interval

Mithras Piano Trio
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 – 1791) 			
Piano Trio in E, K. 542
I		Allegro
II		 Andante grazioso
III		 Allegro
1787 had seen the Prague première of Mozart’s opera Don Giovanni which was well received.
On arrival back in Vienna that November, Joseph II appointed Mozart as Kammermusicus
(Imperial Chamber Music Composer) to his court, as replacement to Gluck who had recently
died. The extra income, however, did little to improve the Mozarts’ financial situation, and
an arrival of a new baby, Theresia, in December can only have made things worse. Letters
of 1788 to a fellow musician, pleading for loans, do not make easy reading, and that June
tragedy struck as little Theresia died.
Amongst such difficult circumstances, Mozart continued to compose. His last three
symphonies date from this period, as do three piano trios: K542, K548 and K564. K542 was
completed by 22 June 1788, the same month that the Mozart family suffered their tragic loss.
The opening theme of the Allegro is presented by the piano, the descending chromatic
figure of which lends it a slightly wistful character. The movement is full of unexpected
harmonic turns. The development is based around the figure of a falling fifth from the
opening theme, the instruments entering contrapuntally. After some piano passagework, the
theme returns signalling the concluding recapitulation. The Andante grazioso is characterised
by dotted rhythms and is suggestive of a courtly dance. A central minor key section provides
a poignant contrast. The piano begins the Finale with a theme of child-like innocence, which
is taken up by the violin. Descending chromatic scales recall the atmosphere of the opening
Allegro, as does the use of a little motif consisting of a turn and rising scale, first heard during
its development. This motif returns for a final time to conclude the work.
Lili Boulanger (1893 – 1918)			
D’un matin de printemps (Of a spring morning)
Marie-Juliette Boulanger, known as ‘Lili’, was born into a musical family. Her father was a
composer and teacher who won the Prix de Rome composition prize in 1835, and her mother,
a Russian princess 41 years his junior, was one of his vocal students. Lili showed great promise
from an early age – at two years old, Fauré, a friend of the family, discovered she had perfect
pitch. Her elder sister, Nadia (a renowned teacher) assisted in her musical education. Lili was
accomplished at no less than six instruments – voice, organ, piano, violin, cello and harp, and
composed avidly. At the age of nineteen she became the first woman to win the Prix de Rome
with her cantata Faust et Hélène. Sadly, she suffered from constant ill health, which stemmed
from a bout of childhood pneumonia and culminated in the tuberculosis from which she died
at the age of twenty-four.
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One of her final works, D’un matin de printemps, was written in 1917 as a duet for violin and
piano, and later arranged for flute and piano, piano trio, and orchestra. Unlike many of her
melancholic scores, D’un matin de printemps is a joyful work. From the outset spring is in
the air, as the piano establishes a driving accompaniment over which sits the violin’s merry
melody. The harmonic echoes of Fauré and Debussy pervade the work, particularly during its
more rhapsodic central section. The dance returns at a quieter dynamic, the strings adding
mutes to great effect, before building to an impressive climax.
Gabriel Fauré (1845 – 1924)
Piano Trio in D minor, Op. 120

		

I		 Allegro, ma non troppo
II		 Andantino
III		 Allegro vivo
Fauré, retired from his position as director of the Paris Conservatoire, spent the last few
years of his life in poor health, often spending long periods confined to his room. Yet he still
retained his compassion towards other musicians, assisting them when he could.
By early 1922 he was becoming frustrated at his lack of inspiration as is evident in a letter
to his wife: ‘I do not know what I should work on, but I know that I will be very bored if I do
not have a task to apply myself to’. Then a little later he wrote again: ‘I have still not found
anything! Durand [his publisher] is urging me to write a Trio for piano, violin and violoncello.
I’m going to think about it.’
Fauré eventually began the composition of a Trio for clarinet (or violin), violoncello and
piano that September. A decision was eventually made in favour of the violin, and the Piano
Trio, which would be his penultimate composition, was completed by the spring of 1923. It
proved a success with audience and critics alike, and even Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, who
commented to Fauré: ‘I have heard your Trio, which produced a profound emotion in me. This
work is so grand and full of poetic charm, and I found myself enveloped by that inexpressible
enchantment that comes from your compositions.’
Listening to the opening Allegro, it’s possible to discern its main themes and sonata form,
but the nature of this music resists this type of analysis. It soars and floats through the air,
the constant rippling quavers of the piano providing momentum. The harmonic shifts are
so wonderfully unpredictable, the journey could take you anywhere. In the lyrical Andantino
Fauré muses upon two different themes which are subtly combined towards the movement’s
conclusion. The Allegro vivo establishes its main themes early on, and these recur in the
manner of a rondo. However, it is the vigorous energy of this movement that is most striking,
particularly as it concludes in an atmosphere of jubilant celebration.
See page 44 for Mithras Trio biography.
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Sun 31 July, 4pm (2hr)

Angela Hewitt Piano
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756 – 1791) 			
Piano Sonata in F, K. 332
I		Allegro
II		 Adagio
III		 Allegro assai
Late in 1780 Mozart left Vienna for Munich to complete work on his opera Idomeneo. Whilst
there, or possibly after his return to Vienna in March, he wrote various other works including
three piano sonatas: K330, K331 and K332 (composed sometime between 1781–3). These
sonatas are thus contemporary with the period in which his relationship with Constanze
Weber began to deepen. Despite the initial disapproval of his father Leopold, he finally gave
his consent to their marriage in August 1782.
The Allegro of K332 opens with a two-part theme: at first lyrical, then light and staccato.
A dramatic transition leads to a second graceful theme, after which a tense sequential passage
of offbeat quavers and sudden dynamic changes is heard before the exposition closes. This
material features again during the development before the opening theme returns in the
recapitulation. The beautiful Adagio is in the manner of an aria, featuring cantabile melodies
that are repeated with ornamented embellishments in the second half of the movement. The
flamboyant Allegro assai presents two contrasting characters during its exposition – dashing
toccata-like semiquavers and sweeter lyrical melodies. The toccata dominates the dramatic
development, but during the recapitulation Mozart cleverly rearranges its structure to conclude
on a gentler note.
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 – 1750)			
Ouverture nach Französischer Art (French Overture) in B minor, BWV 831
I		Overture
II		 Courante
III		 Gavotte I – Gavotte II – Gavotte I
IV		 Passepied I – Passepied II – Passepied I
V		 Sarabande
VI		 Bourrée I – Bourrée II – Bourrée I
VII		 Gigue
VII		 Echo
By the 1730s Bach was well-established as the Thomaskantor in Leipzig – the musical director
at the four main Lutheran churches of the city, and of many other city functions besides. In
1729 he also took over from Telemann as director of the Collegium Musicum which provided
him with an ensemble for the performance of secular works such as his concertos and
orchestral suites.
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In 1731 his six partitas were published together as Clavier-Übung (Keyboard Practice) Part I. Part
II appeared in 1735 – consisting of the Italian Concerto in F, BWV 971 and French Overture in
B minor, BWV 831. Bach originally composed the latter in C minor, but by transposing it down a
semitone he completed the sequence of customary keyboard tonal centres that he had started
with the six partitas (in B flat, C minor, A minor, D, G and E minor respectively).
The usual sequence of movements in a keyboard suite of this period would include the
Allemande, Courante, Sarabande and Gigue (as seen in five of his partitas). In addition to this
an extra dance movement or two would be commonly added, normally after the Sarabande.
However, in BWV 831, the largest of his keyboard suites, Bach omits the Allemande. The
style of the orchestral suites of French contemporaries is imitated by opening with a Frenchstyle Overture consisting of highly ornamented outer sections enclosing a contrasting fugal
centre. The triple-time Courante follows, after which Bach unusually inserts two sets of dance
movements. Both Gavottes begin with the traditional half bar upbeat – the second gentler and
in a major key. The triple-time Passepieds are a wonderfully contrasting pair – the first brisk,
opening with a dramatic dissonance; the second calm and pastoral. The beautiful Sarabande,
full of chromatic inflexions is followed by another set of dances, quick duple-time Bourrées –
the second providing a smoother contrast. The 6/8 Gigue is characterised by skipping dotted
rhythms and is followed, uniquely, by a final movement entitled Echo, designed to illustrate the
loud and soft dynamics of the two-manual harpsichord.
INTERVAL OF 20 MINUTES
Johannes Brahms (1833 – 1897)
Piano Sonata No. 3 in F minor, Op. 5
I		
II		
III		
IV		
V		

Allegro maestoso – Più animato
Andante espressivo – Poco più lento – Andante molto – Adagio
Scherzo: Allegro energico – Trio – Scherzo
Intermezzo ‘Rückblick’ (Remembrance): Andante molto –
Finale: Allegro moderato ma rubato – Più mosso – Presto – Tempo I

In 1850 Brahms attended a concert by the Hungarian violinist Eduard Hoffmann, known
as Reményi. Three years later, in 1853, he joined Reményi on a concert tour during which
they met Liszt and the violinist Joseph Joachim. The latter persuaded Brahms to visit the
Schumanns in Düsseldorf that September, which he duly did, deeply impressing Robert with
his musical skills.
Schumann praised Brahms in his article ‘New Paths’, recalling that: ‘Sitting at the
piano, he began to reveal wondrous regions. We were drawn into ever more magical circles.
There were piano pieces both of a demoniac nature and of the most graceful form. Each
so different from every other that they seemed to emanate from different sources. Then
it seemed as if all those rushing streams combined as in a waterfall, bearing the peaceful
rainbow over the falling waves, surrounded by butterflies on the shore and accompanied by
the voices of nightingales.’
Composed that same year was the final of Brahms’ three piano sonatas. Set in five
movements, it is symphonic, both in terms of scale and content. The Allegro maestoso opens
with dramatic statements covering the full range of the piano. This material alternates with
music of funereal character, until a second, more lyrical subject lightens the mood somewhat.
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These strongly related themes are elaborated upon further during the development section.
Following the recapitulation, the movement ends with a triumphant coda.
The Andante espressivo is prefaced with an excerpt from a poem by C. O. Sternau:
		 Twilight falls, the moonlight shines,
		 Two hearts are united in love,
		 And keep themselves in bliss enclosed.
The words are beautifully reflected in the music, such as when two melodies delicately
intertwine or harmonise one another. The music becomes more impassioned during the central
section before the opening material returns and fades into the Andante molto. This builds to
a climax of great intensity, before calming into the Adagio, the movement ending with a brief
recollection of its initial melody. An energetic Scherzo follows which is effectively contrasted
by a homophonic, hymn-like Trio. Then, in a unique touch, Brahms inserts an Intermezzo as a
fourth movement. This is subtitled ‘Remembrance’ – and it looks back to the second movement,
employing the same melody, but against a colder, funereal background.
The Finale follows without a break. Set in rondo form this movement concludes the sonata
with a real sense of unity. Rhythmic and melodic motifs from all previous movements are
employed to build both the rondo theme and the contrasting episodes in between. However, it
is to the sonorities of the Trio, used in the second of these episodes, that Brahms finally reverts,
using a four-note motif to build an impressive coda that concludes the work in an atmosphere
of jubilant celebration.
Angela Hewitt occupies a unique position among today’s leading pianists. With a wideranging repertoire and frequent appearances in recital and with major orchestras throughout
Europe, the Americas and Asia, she is also an award-winning recording artist whose
performances of Bach have established her as one of the composer’s foremost interpreters.
In 2020 she received the City of Leipzig Bach Medal: a huge honour that for the first time in
its 17-year history was awarded to a woman. In September 2016, Hewitt began her ‘ Bach
Odyssey’, performing the complete keyboard works of Bach in a series of 12 recitals. The
cycle was presented in London’s Wigmore Hall, New York’s 92nd Street Y, and in Ottawa, Tokyo
and Florence. After her performances of the complete Well-Tempered Clavier at the 2019
Edinburgh Festival, the critic of the London Times wrote, ‘the freshness of Hewitt’s playing
made it sound as though no one had played this music before’.
Hewitt’s award-winning cycle for Hyperion Records of all the major keyboard works of
Bach has been described as ‘one of the record glories of our age’ (The Sunday Times). Her
discography also includes albums of Couperin, Rameau, Scarlatti, Mozart, Chopin, Schumann,
Liszt, Fauré, Debussy, Chabrier, Ravel, Messiaen and Granados. The final CD in her complete
cycle of Beethoven Sonatas (Op.106 and Op.111) will be released in 2022. A regular in the
USA Billboard chart, her new album Love Songs hit the top of the specialist classical chart
in the UK and stayed there for months after its release. In 2015 she was inducted into
Gramophone Magazine’s ‘Hall of Fame’ thanks to her popularity with music lovers around
the world. angelahewitt.com
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2023 dates for your diary
Summer Festival: Friday 21 – Sunday 30 July 2023
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